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My submission in response to the application by Terramin Exploration P.L. to 
apply for mining rights for the BIH Mine at Woodside SA. 

 

I strongly oppose this application on the following grounds and have split my 
submission into two sections. 

SECTION 1:  Local issues for us personally because we live so close to the mine site 

SECTION 2: Wider issues which will impact the District, Adelaide and the State of 
South Australia 

 

SECTION 1 
We live on Bird in Hand Road Woodside within 700metres of the mine site so the mine will have a 
direct impact on our lifestyle.  The mine will also affect the near area and the town of Woodside 
along with the greater Adelaide region because of water catchment for the city. 

The Woodside area is a tightly held, fertile, very productive region heavily dependent on the 
underground aquifer for irrigation.  Producing world class wine, fruit and vegetables, cattle and 
sheep and above all it is a vibrant tourist area.  

The Adelaide Hills Region is an important part of the States claim to clean, green Wine and Food 
labels that bring with it spectacular scenery and the guarantee of safety that goes with the 
Experience. 

How can a mine possibly operate in this environment, so close to houses and tourist venues, and not 
have a hugely detrimental effect on the surrounding region including marked depreciation of values 
of all properties within a radius of 3-5 kilometres? 

Local issues for us personally because we live so close to the mine site. 

 
a. Depreciation - in value of our home and property – who compensates us? 

Reference: Attached Land Agents Letters of Opinion 
 

b. Dust - It is already agreed by all parties that there will be increased dust which has 
the effect of impacting people with respiratory conditions and other health issues. 
It will also have a detrimental effect both on the environment and visually and 
people’s health will suffer. 
Reference: Attached WCCC Known Impacts  

 
c. Constant Noise - 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Even though below the allowable 

EPA standards it will still be a continued source of annoyance and disruption day 
and night. This will come from air conditioners, water pumping and water 
treatment on site along with blasting.  This is a health risk and it has to be 
addressed. 

 



d. Vibration – Even though controlled, vibration from blasting will be felt by near 
neighbours and impact the town of Woodside less than 1k away. 

 
e. Light pollution - Large spotlights covering the site all night, every night will be 

detrimental to the area. Imagine lighting the same as a football field when it is lit 
up. Light pollution will extend well outside the boundary of the mine site and will 
be an enormous burden on nearby residents and damaging to the area as a whole. 

 
f. Change to the visual ambience of the area - Bunkers cannot conceal a mullock 

heap of 408,000 cubic metres, 10 metres high and the size of two football fields.  
The dust and runoff (such as we had this year with 53mm of rain in 2 hours) will be 
impossible to control and will finish as a build-up of silt on Pfeiffer Road and 
Adelaide Polo Club grounds. 
 

g. Fire Risk – There will be added fire risk to our home and property due to the 
outdated planting of highly combustible trees and shrubs adding a large fuel load 
to the area.  
 

h. Public Safety -  an additional and unnecessary risk to my family and friends, 
schoolchildren and the many tourists and service vehicles that use the roads 
around Woodside each day from the additional 20 plus, fully laden 40 tonne mine 
trucks as they travel back and forth to Strathalbyn every day of the week for 5 
years  

 
i. Water Quality - A guarantee of water quality and availability to our property.  The 

Government has to take responsibility and be held accountable should there be 
any deterioration of the aquifer due to mining, both if the modelling fails or a 
catastrophic event occurs and the aquifer is irreversibly damaged. 

 

SECTION 2 
Wider issues that will impact the District, Adelaide and the State of South 
Australia. 

 

a. Economic impacts – risk to businesses, particularly hospitality, due to noise, dust, 
visual impact and additional trucks on the road 7 days a week. 
 
The granting of a mining licence will not only have a detrimental effect on the 
population and growth of the area but also on Agriculture, Horticulture, Orchards, 
Vineyards, Tourism, Restaurants, Accommodation and Concert venues in the Region. 

 

 



b. Financial Risk – should a company like Terramin already $180m in debt with a sliding 
share price (down 54% year to date) and who would have to borrow a further $30M 
just to get started, be given the go ahead, or even considered, due to the financial 
risk.  What happens if they get half way down, do not reach the gold and have to 
close the mine.  They will be bankrupt and the State and the taxpayer will wear the 
cost of rehabilitation.  
Reference – Attached ASX & Terrramin Interim Financial Report as at 30th June 2019. 

c. Ambience - of the region will change due to continuous noise and dust 24 hours a 
day 7 days a week and the truck and traffic movements will have a hugely negative 
effect on an already established World Class Tourist Region which in turn will affect 
local jobs and income for businesses and the state.  

 Local councils wish to pursue Heritage Listing of the Mount Lofty Ranges region after 
which they will lobby to lodge a World Heritage Site (WHS) bid with UNESCO to 
preserve and enhance the working horticultural landscape, Social, Cultural and 
Environmental benefits of the Adelaide Hills. 

I am sure this does not include mining! 

Reference – Adelaide Hills Councils Heritage Listing  

d. Insurance - who will carry the level of insurance required to cover damages and 
devaluation in land and house values.  I am not talking about public liability 
insurance but insurance for loss and how will it be assessed if Terramin are forced 
into liquidation, which could easily happen considering they have no cash reserves 
and the bond for Strathalbyn is also borrowed money. 

e. Site Contamination – there will be mud run off from larger downpours and dust on 
extreme days from the Mullock heap which will be virtually impossible to control 
and will pollute the air and finish up in the Inverbrackie Creek catchment which in 
turn supplies Adelaide drinking water. 

f. Extra Traffic - on Pfeiffer Road and all main roads to Strathalbyn impacting the 
safety of locals, school buses, tourists (who at best are unfamiliar with their 
surroundings) and other road users from the extra mine traffic, service vehicles and 
mine staff.  The additional trucks will also travel through two well know “black” spot 
intersections on their journey to Strathalbyn and back. 

Who pays for the extra wear and tear and repair of the roads, the upgraded 
intersections and the accidents? 

g. Site Security – will the whole area be securely fenced to prevent children, locals or 
tourists wandering onto the site and having an accident? 

h. Land and Soil Quality –  the site will be irreversibly damaged due to mining and the  
450M mine shaft will change the structure and integrity of the underground rock 
aquifers left behind full of cement grouting and not properly compacted to form a 
large muddy contaminated pool of mud. 

 

 



 

I Groundwater and Geohazards  

 Reference – Attached WGA Report  

1.      The biggest risk all is the risk of water contamination and impacts to the 
aquifer that support large agricultural, horticultural and viticultural 
enterprises and up to 600 jobs in the region. 

2. Terramin are relying on modelling that proved to be inaccurate at 
Strathalbyn.  Bird in Hand mine will be a much bigger test with large cracked 
rock aquifer hard to predict. 

3. The MAR tests conducted by Terramin were after the driest summer in 
history, after the normal drawdown for irrigation and over a very short 
period of time at 2 sites towards the outer reaches of the aquifer.  

These tests could be deemed flimsy at best! 

4. How will Terramin lower the salt content to stop injecting water into the 
aquifer of a greater salt content than neighbouring bores?   

5. There is also the problem of transfer of Iron Bacteria and cross 
contamination. Artesian/swamping effects of areas will kill vineyards and 
agriculture because of the confined area for possible reinjection of water. 

J Future Water Allocations - What are the legalities and impact of any future water 
allocations to Terramin in a fully allocated Western Mt Lofty Ranges Water Region? 

K Water Contamination – Adelaide Water contamination from uncontrolled run off 
from the mullock heap or Mine Site into the Inverbrackie River Catchment. 

L Grouting - The WCCC was never shown examples of grouting to the magnitude 
needed for this mine.  Should the grouting not be as effective as required huge 
amounts of water will need to be collected, cleaned and reinjected?   

M. Community Imposts - I believe putting these imposts onto established businesses, the 
local community and local people’s jobs, together with the huge water issues, are 
simply not worth the risk for such small benefit.   

1. Labour for the mine will be sourced outside the district, and possibly 
interstate, with fuel and goods purchased corporately to give the best price. 
A good example of this was the Inverbrackie Detention Centre which provided 
nothing to the town after all promises. 

2. Terramin have a history of breaking the rules and trying to cover up at 
Strathalbyn. The Regulator did not pick up on the breaches as required – it 
was a member of the public who reported the matter.  

3. How can the Government consider a company such as Terramin with its 
operating capital coming from Chinese backers and any profits almost 
certainly going the same way? 



As required by the mining act, can the Government provide firm assurances and answers to all my 
questions, along with trigger points, as to who is responsible for any damages so the project can be 
stopped at any point if it proceeds? 

Nothing less than a total ban on mining in the Adelaide Hills is needed to protect the unique, clean, 
green environment, the water catchment, local world renown businesses and the tourism industry. 

N. Adelaide Water Supply – It is a fact that 60% of Adelaide’s collected water supply comes from 
the Onkaparinga Valley catchment.   

 How can a Government put this at risk by imposing mining on the region? 

0. Potential impact on Aquifers from Blasting - Blasting can result in movement in 
localised fractures in the rock and have an impact on the local aquifer.  This can cause 
new or expanded fractures and cracks to increase aquifer capacity and can cause 
localised collapsed fractures which may decrease aquifer capacity. 

The structure of the subsurface in which the bore is situated may have an impact on 
the effects of the blast on the aquifer.  In addition to the capacity of the aquifer, the 
structure can also affect other factors such as water quality. 

Who carries the financial risk and who pays the affected bore owners if this should 
happen? 

P. Damage to Crops – What if a bore fails for even a few days (or weeks) through the 
actions of Terramin due to their mining operations? 

Crops such as Strawberries, grapes, apples, cherries, pears etc. only take days to 
deteriorate or are a complete loss in the heat of summer if the water supply fails or 
there is some change to the quality of the water, such as salt contamination or 
other. 

Prolonged loss of or use from one or two bore sites would have huge financial 
consequences should a complete vineyard, orchard etc. be lost and have to be 
replanted. 

Who carries the financial risk and who compensates the affected growers for their 
losses? Terramin could be in liquidation by this stage. 

 

Public Consultation   

As a member of the WCCC, it was quite evident that Terramin treated the Committee with 
contempt. 

a. Virtually no worthwhile examples of grouting, worst case scenario for vision 
of the mine or corporate signage on their property was provided even after 
repeated requests. And the critical Water Report was withheld and only 
released the week before the mining application was submitted, so it could 
not be scrutinised by the committee. 



 
b. The Photo of the well-attended Public meeting held in Woodside is shown on 

the Terramin website as a public consultation.   

The meeting was organised and run by the WCCC and the mood of the 
meeting was overwhelmingly negative toward Terramin with the mine 
proposal rejected implicitly. 

c. Terramin did not conduct public consultation with due diligence as required 
under the Act. 

I am a near neighbour and I have never been contacted or visited by Terramin 
in the last 5 years.  The whole process was manipulated and lacking 
substance of real issues and as such Terramin has not fulfilled its obligations. 

 

Strathalbyn Promise 

I understand that one of the conditions for the go ahead of a licence for the Strathalbyn 
mine was that no outside/external ore was to be brought onto the site and processed at 
Strathalbyn. 

Part of this Woodside application includes exactly that, ore transferred from the Bird in 
Hand mine site to Strathalbyn for processing.   

Changes to this would clearly be a breach of the conditions for granting of the original mine 
licence and as such will present major problems for the Liberals at the next election in the 
Seat of Heysen. 

 

ATTACHMENTS:- 

- WGA Bird in Hand Proposed Mine Managed Aquifer Recharge Review 
 

- WCCC Bird in Hand Mine Key Impacts 
 

- Ray White Real Estate Property Report 
 

- Landmark Harcourts Real Estate Property Report 
 

- Adelaide Hills Council Heritage Listing Bid 
 

- Terramin Interim Financial Report (as at 31st August, 2019) as detailed on ASX 
Website 
 

- Independent Auditors Report (as at 31st August, 2019) as detailed on ASX Website 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This review has been completed using the reports provided by Terramin supporting the Bird in Hand 

Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC-4473 and provided to the Inverbrackie Creek Catchment 

Group. This review considers the information presented in the supporting documentation with specific 

reference to the option of Managed Aquifer Recharge as a water management strategy against the 

Principles set out in the Water Allocation Plan for the Western Mount Lofty Ranges and the 

Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy 2015, which are the main legislative instruments 

governing Managed Aquifer Recharge operations in South Australia. 

There is widespread concern from the community that the water management option proposed for the 

mine, if poorly implemented and operated, will have significant detrimental impacts on the quality and 

quantity of the available groundwater thus threatening the long-term economic viability of business 

activities that rely on the groundwater. The nearest groundwater user is some 600 m from the 

proposed mine operations but impacts on water quality and quantity could extend for several 

kilometres beyond the mine lease area.  

The Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC-4473 identifies that water from mine 

inflows and mine affected runoff will be treated, mixed with groundwater and/or mains water to 

account for losses and then recharged via wells back into the fractured rock aquifer.  

Fractured rock aquifer systems are extremely complex, often compartmentalised and flow occurs 

preferentially along fractures. These attributes make it very difficult to reliably predict the subsurface 

movement and likely drawdowns / injection pressures that will be generated using groundwater 

numerical models. Groundwater numerical models are a mathematical approximation of the natural 

subsurface system and require various assumptions to be imposed in order to mathematical represent 

the complex natural system. Unfortunately, across industry there is an over reliance on the results of 

numerical modelling to provide definitive answers. Recent court cases in New South Wales have 

demonstrated that even though models have used the best available information and meet the 

Australian Modelling Guideline criteria (Barnett 2012) they should not be relied upon implicitly as they 

are only a predictive tool.    

The approach to this review has been to determine if the reported investigations adequately 

demonstrate that all risks associated with the proposed option of using Managed Aquifer Recharge to 

mitigate the mining impacts on the local groundwater resource have been identified and the 

management contingencies proposed are suitable. 

The Terramin (2019) documentation identifies that grouting to prevent water ingress to the mine 

workings will be 90% effective but identifies that a credible worst-case scenario is that grouting will 

only reduce mine inflows of water by 70%. Groundwater numerical modelling and the water treatment 

aspects all consider the credible worst-case scenario that grouting is only 70% effective. Additionally, 

the reports identify that in an extreme event (considered by Terramin to be a low probability) a sudden 

inrush of water to the workings could exceed rates of 60 L/s. As Terramin consider this to be an 

extreme case with low probability there have been no management or mitigation measures identified 

in the Trigger Action Response Plan. Whilst the probability of such an event occurring is most likely 
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low such an inrush of water is likely to present significant risk to operations and water management 

options. This risk has not been addressed throughout the supporting documentation and the surface 

balancing storage proposed is too small to hold such a significant inrush of water should it occur. 

The National Water Quality Management Strategy Australian Guidelines for Water Recycling: 

Managing Health and Environmental Risks (Phase 1) use a risk-based approach to evaluate the 

robustness of Managed Aquifer Recharge and the required supporting investigations. Applying risk 

principles to this assessment the identified credible worst-case scenario of 70% grout effectiveness 

and the associated volumes of water that will require management has been adopted.  

After reviewing the supplied documentation, it is considered that several of the conclusions are 

incorrect regarding the suitability of the target aquifers for managed Aquifer Recharge. Additionally, 

the level of investigation and analysis of the data does not adequately identify all potential risks 

associated with the managed aquifer recharge option nor are there adequate management options 

identified in the Trigger Action Response Plan.  

Critical water quality parameters (natural organic matter, total organic carbon, dissolved oxygen, redox 

potential and microbiological indicators) that would inform the geochemical reactions that would take 

place when oxygenated water from the surface storage pond and treatment process have not been 

collected before, during or after the trial. Best practice when evaluating the suitability of an aquifer 

system for managed aquifer recharge and identifying a treatment train should include detailed analysis 

of the source and receiving water quality. Hydrogeochemical modelling should be carried out to test 

for geochemical reactions between the source and receiving water and the aquifer matrix to ensure 

that the receiving groundwater is not adversely impacted.  

Whilst the source water is notionally groundwater, the mixing at the surface with other source waters 

and oxygenation through the ponds plus the proposed ion exchange treatment process means that the 

water to be injected is no longer in equilibrium. It is considerably altered and oxygenated which is a 

trigger for geochemical reactions.  

The water chemistry data that was collected has not been evaluated. There is no reason given as to 

why this fundamental evaluation to assess the risk of geochemical reactions during reinjection was not 

carried out. This is particularly important to qualify the risk associated with geochemical reactions in 

the presence of acid forming minerals.  

Management measures identified in the supplied reports identifying possible strategies for remediation 

should clogging occur are effectively a “shopping list” of the various techniques presented in the 

literature on Managed Aquifer Recharge. Each site is unique and the approaches to managing issues 

such as clogging require specific methods that align with the well design, treatment train, water quality 

and the target aquifer.  

Without a clearly defined management option to remediate the injection wells specifically related to 

their construction, water quality or clogging cause (geochemical, microbiological) would result in the 

wells being out of action for several weeks whilst the appropriate methods of remediation are worked 

through. There is no reference concerning how produced water would be managed during a period 

where the managed aquifer recharge wells were out of commission.  

The treatment train includes ponding at the surface and mixing with other water sources including 

chlorinated mains water. Ponding will change the redox state of the water, provides a pathway for 

contamination by pathogens and mixing with chlorinate mains water introduces disinfection byproducts 

into the aquifer. There is no proposed recovery of the water by the Bird in Hand operation which 

means any contaminants will cumulatively concentrate in the aquifer. 
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Because the assessment of the water quality and risks has not been adequately completed, the 

proposed treatment train to achieve the required water quality is deficient. It does not provide 

treatment for introduced pathogens and the ion exchange process proposed to reduce salinity, 

increases the risk of adverse geochemical reactions that threaten the water quality in the aquifer; 

namely, reactions with the potentially acid forming minerals identified in the aquifer that produce 

arsenic.  

The presence of pyrite in the rock matrix increases the risk of producing arsenic due to geochemical 

reactions when the oxygenated surface water, that is not in chemical equilibrium due to mixing and 

treatment processes, comes into contact with the ambient groundwater. Under Principle 151 a permit 

to drain or discharge water into a well must not be granted if the draining or discharging of water would 

have the potential to degrade underground water-dependent ecosystems or to reduce the suitability of 

the underground water for other purposes for which it might reasonably be used. 

The target criteria set for reducing suspended solids allows for up to 4 kg/day of sediment to be 

introduced into the injection well. Such excessive volumes of sediment would result in clogging and 

lost well efficiency in a matter of days.  

Further deficiencies in the documentation include failure to complete a detailed risk assessment for 

the managed aquifer recharge option as set out under Principle 146 of the WAP. 

An effective operation and management plan demonstrating that operational procedures are in place 

to protect the integrity and quality of the groundwater in the target aquifer on an ongoing basis 

(Principle 147(g) of the WAP) has not been prepared.  

The injection trial that targeted the Tarcowie Siltstone aquifer was terminated after 7,400 minutes 

because conditions in the adjacent private well were close to becoming artesian. The Principles in the 

water allocation plan identify that during Managed Aquifer Recharge operations conditions must 

remain sub-artesian. The reports identify the result to be a function of the aquifer being 

compartmentalised which resulted in the aquifer approaching artesian conditions.  

Importantly the trial results demonstrate that the Tarcowie Siltstone is compartmentalised which 

represents a high-risk that the system will quickly become artesian and is therefore this 

formation/aquifer is not suitable for the installation of a long-term sustainable managed aquifer 

recharge scheme. 

There are several references throughout the Terramin documentation that the Managed Aquifer 

Recharge option has been peer reviewed. This is not strictly correct as Innovative Groundwater 

Solutions (IGS) reviewed the updated groundwater numerical model that incorporated the Managed 

Aquifer Recharge option. IGS did not review or comment on the results of the trials, water chemistry, 

treatment process, aquifer mineralogy, or the aquifer hydraulic responses during testing. These are all 

fundamental elements that need to be reviewed to determine if the risks and viability of a managed 

aquifer recharge system have been adequately identified, and the appropriate management strategies 

are in place to protect the resource as set out under the legislation.  

Numerical modelling of the Managed Aquifer Recharge option involved placing wells in a radial pattern 

around the mine as reported in AGT (2017). The subsequent updated report (Golder, 2019) adopts 

this conceptual well spacing. Four of the wells were located to target the fracture zone encountered in 

the Tapley Hill Formation while locations for the other wells appear to have been arbitrarily placed with 

little regard to fracture orientation, compartmentalisation of the aquifer or spacing to avoid potential 

cumulative hydraulic impacts associated with multiple recharge wells.  
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As these elements appear to have been ignored and the wells placed “conceptually” in a radial pattern 

around the mine the validity of the numerical model to predict the actual impacts associated with the 

Managed Aquifer Recharge option is in doubt.  

Solute transport modelling (AGT 2017) was completed to assess the risk of mine inflows drawing in 

the surrounding saline groundwater however no solute transport modelling was undertaken to identify 

the extent of the injection envelope. Flow moves preferentially through the fractures and in the event 

of a contaminant entering the aquifer via injection operations it is critical to understand what risk this 

may present to the nearest users.  

The injection trial showed hydraulic influences on nearby users wells of up to nine metres. This clearly 

identifies a level of hydraulic connection between the injection well and the nearest users’ wells. 

Simulations that predict the movement of the injection envelop should have been undertaken 

especially because no recovery is planned from the injection wells for the life of the mine.  Not 

evaluating the extent of the injection envelope during the life of the injection operations presents a 

high degree of uncertainty concerning the impacts to water quality and impacts users.  

The aquifer system is identified to be compartmentalised therefore the claimed benefits from managed 

aquifer recharge at this location are not valid. As a result of the compartmentalisation:  

• Existing users will have no access to the recharged water. 
• Reinjection will not result in lateral spreading of the recharged water because flow will occur 

preferentially along the fractures. For the water to spread laterally the pore throat entry 
pressure of the aquifer matrix rock need to be overcome and the pressure required to do this 
in a metasediment, such as the Tapley Hill Formation, would be considerable and most 
likely exceed the safe operating pressure presented in Golder (2019). 

• The potential for MAR to support discharge to environmental receptors such as the spring 
and creek is limited. 

• Overpressurisation of the aquifer compartments due to the MAR recharge may be the trigger 
that causes an unexpected inrush into the workings.  

• Overpressurisation of the aquifer compartments due to the MAR recharge has the potential 

to significantly reduce the grouting effectiveness. 

The Groundwater Trigger Action Response Plan as presented does not adequately address all the 

potential risks, nor does it set out management triggers to address clogging or geochemical reactions 

such as elevated arsenic or management associated with artesian conditions resulting from the 

managed aquifer recharge. There is no clear strategy or alternative management option for the 

produced water if the Managed Aquifer Recharge option does not meet expectations or breaches the 

criteria set out in the water allocation plan.  

There is no apparent appreciation that remediation of a clogged injection well could potentially take 

several weeks to resolve. There are no identified management options to manage the water pumped 

from the mine if the managed Aquifer recharge operations are compromised. 

Significant risks to water quality and existing users have not been adequately identified in the work 

that has been undertaken concerning the option to adopt managed aquifer recharge as a water 

management strategy for the proposed Bird in Hand gold prospect. Furthermore, mitigation and 

management measures have not been adequately identified to offset or reduce the risks. Therefore, 

because of the significant gaps in the assessment completed to date it is considered that managed 

aquifer recharge remains a high-risk water management option at this location.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The Inverbrackie Creek Catchment Group (ICCG) engaged Wallbridge Gilbert Aztec (WGA) to 

complete an external third-party review of the water management strategy for the proposed Bird in 

Hand mine operation located near the township of Woodside in the Adelaide Hills. The water 

management strategy identified in the Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Proposal (Terramin 

2019) identifies Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) as a key aspect of the proposed mine operations 

to ensure the protection of environmental values of the groundwater and to meet the intent of the 

Western Mount Lofty Ranges (WMLR) Water Allocation Plan (WAP).   

The Department for Environment and Water (2018) defines Managed Aquifer Recharge as: the 

intentional recharge of water to suitable aquifers for subsequent recovery or to benefit the 

environment. (protection of groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDE’s)). It is noted that there is no 

recovery associated with the MAR operation at the proposed Bird in Hand Gold Prospect.  

The hydrogeological setting typically determines which of the different MAR methods is the most 

appropriate to deliver the project outcomes. For the Bird in Hand proposed mine, recharge via wells 

has been proposed as the MAR method.   

The proposed Bird in Hand (BIH) mine is located within close proximity to businesses that have a high 

reliance on the available groundwater resource in terms of quality and quantity. These businesses 

continue to play an important role in South Australia’s tourism, agricultural and food and wine 

industries delivering $170 million gross state profit p.a. and providing employment for more than 850 

people (Econsearch, 2017). Comparatively, beyond the initial start-up phase the mine proposes work 

for 40 people over five years.  

There is widespread concern from the community that the water management option involving MAR, if 

poorly implemented and operated, will have significant deleterious effects on the quality and quantity 

of the available groundwater and therefore threatens the long-term economic viability of business 

activities that rely on the groundwater. 

There are three main considerations that need to be addressed as part of any MAR feasibility study 

which include:  

1. Characterisation of the source and receiving water chemistry. 

2. Characterisation of the aquifer matrix (e.g. mineralogy, rock properties, subsurface 

boundaries).  

3. Establishment of the aquifer hydraulic properties (i.e. response to pumping and injection, 

yields, rates and pressures). 
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This review has been carried out with an emphasis on the above considerations and how the results of 

the investigations reported in Terramin (2019), and supporting documentation, align with the current 

legislative framework for MAR in South Australia.   

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND SERVICE SCOPE 

The objective of WGA’s engagement is to provide an independent review of the available information 

and identification of potential risks that have not been adequately addressed associated with the 

option of using MAR to mitigate the impacts to the groundwater system associated with proposed BIH 

mine operations.  

The scope of services has included:  

• A desktop review of the available documentation used to assess the option of MAR as a 

mitigation strategy for managing the proposed BIH mine operations on the groundwater 

resources of the Inverbrackie sub-catchment.  

• Identification and documentation of potential risks associated with the option of applying 

MAR as a management tool that have not been adequately addressed or there are 

potentially fatal flaws in the conclusions drawn from the studies carried out.  

• Preparation of a report outlining the findings of the review and identification of potential 

risks associated with the proposed MAR strategy.  
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2 REVIEW OF INVESTIGATIONS 

2.1 DOCUMENTS REVIEWED  

The following documents provided by Terramin Australia to the ICCG have been reviewed to support 

the findings presented herein: 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Executive Summary – Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Chapter 10 Groundwater – 

Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Chapter 11 Surface Water – 

Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Chapter 13 Geochemistry and 

Geohazards – Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H1 Groundwater 

Assessment Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H2 and H3 

Groundwater Assessment Peer Review 1 and 2 Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H4 Grouting Proposal 

- Multigrout Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H4 Grouting Proposal 

Peer Review Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H7 Draft Groundwater 

TARP Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H8 MAR Stage 1 and 

2 Report Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H9 MAR Investigation 

Report Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H10 MAR 

Investigation Report Peer Review Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix H11 Groundwater 

Baseline Data 2014 2018 update Report Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix J1 Water Treatment 

Proposal and Addendum 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix J2 Water Treatment 

Peer Review 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix M1 Geotechnical 

Assessment Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix M2 Acid and 

Metalliferous Drainage Assessment, Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix Q3 Stygofauna Field 

Study Terramin 2019. 

• Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease Application MC 4473 Appendix Q4 2018 Stygofauna 

Study 2019. 
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2.2 APPLICABLE LEGISLATION FOR MAR ACTIVITIES IN SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 

It is important that any MAR proposal refer to the relevant state legislative framework and national 

guidelines which set out the requirements for the investigations and documentation required to support 

a MAR scheme and associated licences.  

The legislative framework for MAR in South Australia crosses multiple Acts which are administered by 

various State Government agencies. If the MAR activity is likely to impact an environmental habitat of 

national significance the Environment Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act, 1999 must be 

referred to. 

Additionally, the Australian Guidelines for Water Recycling: Managing Health and Environmental Risks 

Phase 1 (NWQMS, 2006) and the Stormwater Harvesting and Re-use and Managed Aquifer Recharge 

Phase 2 (NWQMS, 2009) provide the framework for the management of stormwater quality, use and 

aquifer recharge.  

The relevant state legislation is aimed at mitigating adverse environmental harm through managing:  

• the diversion and taking of water from within water courses or from groundwater;  
• the responsibilities regarding stormwater management;  
• the equitable share for all users including the environment;  
• impacts to the source and receiving environs.   

The main pieces of legislation governing MAR activity in South Australia are: 

• the Natural Resources Management Act, 2004 administered by Department for Environment 
and Water DEW; and 

• The Environment Protection Authority Act, 1993 administered by the SA Environment 
Protection Authority.  

This review has been completed with specific reference to the MAR principles set out in the Western 

Mount Lofty Ranges WAP and the requirements under the Environment Protection Act, 1993 and 

NRM Act, 2004.  

Under the Natural Resources Management (NRM) Act, 2004 all water taken for consumptive use are 

regulated. Under the NRM Act, 2004 rights in relation to the ability of a person to take and use water 

include: 

• Water licences and water access entitlements. 
• Stock and domestic right (where uses are not prescribed). 
• Permits and licencing of water affecting activities.  

In locations where the water resources have been prescribed the Water Allocation Plan (WAP) 

developed under the guidance of the regional Natural Resources Management Board (NRMB), in 

consultation with the community, sets out the governing principles for water resource management 

within the defined Prescribed Water Resources Area (PWRA).  

Water resources in the Inverbrackie sub-catchment lie within the Western Mount Lofty Ranges PWRA. 

Management of the resource and allocation criteria is set out in the Western Mount Lofty Ranges WAP 

which was adopted by the Minister on 17 September 2013. 

The Environment Protection Act, 1993, specifically the Environmental Protection (Water Quality) Policy 

2015, is the second key piece of legislation that governs MAR activities in SA. The WAP makes 

specific reference to the Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy (EP(WQ)P), 2015 under 

Principle 145(a)(i).  
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The EP(WQ)P, 2015 provides the structure for regulation and management of water quality in South 

Australian inland surface waters, marine waters and groundwaters. The main objective of the Water 

Quality Policy is linked to the Environment Protection Act 1993: …….” to ensure that all reasonable 

and practicable measures are taken to protect, restore and enhance the quality of the environment 

while having regard to the principles of ecologically sustainable development.” 

Other legislation that a MAR system in South Australia must have regard for includes:  

• Work, Health and Safety Act, 2012.  
• Pollution of Waters by Oil and Noxious Substances Act, 1987.  
• Public and Environmental Health Act, 1987.  
• Soil Conservation and Landcare Act, 1989.  
• Native Vegetation Act, 1991.  
• Environment Protection Act, 1993.  
• Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy, 2003.  
• Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Code Act, 1994.  
• Petroleum Products Regulation Act, 1995.  
• State Records Act, 1997.  
• Natural Resources Management Act, 2004.  
• Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1988.  
• Water Service Association of Australian Codes (WSAA).  
• Dangerous Substances Act, 1979.  
• Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board Natural Resources 

Management Plan. 

If there are high pressure gas lines or high voltage power lines, within the proposed area of an MAR 

site, the Gas and Electricity Acts may need to be consulted.  

The Acts are administered by various State Government agencies. Many of the agencies, in addition 

to providing a regulatory function in administration of the various Acts, can assist operators through 

the provision of specialist advice. The Government agencies include:  

• Department of Health (DOH).  

• Department of Environment and Heritage (DEH).  

• Environmental Protection Authority (EPA).  

• Department for Environment and Water (DEW).  

• Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges Natural Resources Management Board (AMLR NRMB).  

• The Stormwater Management Authority. 

2.3 ASSIGNED ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES 

Environmental values have been set in the EP(WQ)P, 2015 as set out in Table 1. The Environmental 

values (EVs) for underground waters set to a specific salinity threshold for designated beneficial uses 

of the water. For example, all underground waters that have a salinity reported as total dissolved 

solids (TDS) of less than 1,200 mg/L have a beneficial use for drinking water and the other four 

categories identified in Table 1. 
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Terramin (Ch. 10, 2019) cite examples of MAR in the mining industry, such as, Fortescue 

(Cloudbreak) and Mandalay Resources (Costerfield Operation) but do not identify that these schemes 

have issues with managing clogging. Anecdotal reports indicate Fortescue drill a new well every three 

to four days to manage clogging associated with iron precipitation and maintain recharge rates.  

Mandalay Resources have recently had to shut their system down for over three months to remediate 

clogged reinjection wells. Advice on remediation of the MAR system at Costerfield Operations has 

been provided by this reviewer. 

The following dot points present a list of issues relating to the chemistry of the source and receiving 

water that have not been adequately addressed by the investigations to date.  

- Despite a significant amount of water quality data being collected the analysis of the data is

deficient. There is a simple piper diagram presented in van den Akker (2017) and a cursory

assessment of the deuterium and oxygen 18 data. Analysis should have included evaluation

of the ionic ratios between major ions versus chloride along specific transects and at depth for

the different aquifer units.

- The presentation and interpretation of the hydrochemistry isotope data presented in van den

Akker (2017) is deficient. There is no indication of what wells the samples came from or if they

were taken over a specific transect or taken randomly from wells surrounding the site.

- Key water quality parameters (natural organic matter, total organic carbon, dissolved oxygen,

redox potential and microbiological indicators) that can trigger geochemical or microbiological

reactions have not been collected during background sampling and throughout the trial. This is

basic information which should be collected on the source and receiving waters and

throughout the trial to evaluate the risk of geochemical reactions occurring that would impair

groundwater quality, impact ability of existing users to continue to use the water for current

uses or impair the operation of the MAR option.

- Failure to collect these key parameters represents a significant knowledge gap associated

with assessing the risk of clogging and long-term sustainable operation of the MAR system.

Without this information detailed evaluation concerning impacts to water quality and other

users cannot be quantified and the risk that the MAR option will impact water quality remains

high.

- Key water quality parameters e.g. redox potential, EH, pH and salinity were only measured in

grab samples as part of the MAR injection trial and not continuously in-line throughout the trial.

These parameters are fundamental measurements to assess the risk of geochemical

reactions occurring that will impact the water quality in the aquifer. Failure to measure these

key parameters in-line throughout the trial means that the opportunity to gain valuable

information about the aquifer geochemical responses for a very low cost has been missed.

- Water quality analysis should have included testing for iron II and iron III especially given the

reported presence of potentially acid forming minerals in the aquifer. Oxygen in the reinjected

water will result in precipitation of minerals (e.g. iron) and reactions that produce arsenic.

- Bird in Hand is a greenfield site where MAR has not been undertaken previously. Best

practice, when investigating the MAR potential, should include geochemical modelling to

assess the likelihood of adverse reactions e.g. iron precipitation, or release of arsenic,

occurring between the source and receiving waters that would impact on the injection capacity

of the MAR wells or groundwater quality in the aquifer.
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3.4 TREATMENT TRAIN 

Figure 1 presents the water treatment process schematic which incorporates a surface storage dam 

which collects the pumped mine inflow water and mine affected runoff. Post ponding the water flows 

through a biofiltration bed and passes through and ion exchanger. After the treatment process the 

water may be blended with mains water or water from the Goldwyn Bore as identified in Figure 1. 

The proposed treatment process, coupled with the open ponds presents, several risks to the receiving 

groundwater and aquifer: 

• The open pond will be subject to contamination from surface runoff, mine affected runoff and

waterfowl increasing the risk of pathogens. There is no treatment proposed to manage

pathogen levels in the recharge water.

• The ion exchange process acts to break the bond between targeted ions which in turn causes

a pseudo reduction in the measured salinity but results in a water composition that is no

longer in chemical equilibrium. This significantly increases the risk of geochemical reactions

occurring in the aquifer that would impair the water quality.

• Ponding the water at surface will change the redox state and therefore increases the risk of

geochemical reactions (such as arsenic) due to the presence of PAF minerals in the host rock.

• The use of chlorinated mains water will introduce disinfection by-products into the aquifer (e.g.

Trihalomethane (THM) and Haloacetic Acid (HAA)) which will impact on water quality. In other

MAR operations where mains water is used it is typically recovered to meet demands. In the

Bird in Hand operations there is no planned recovery of the injected water increasing the risk

of cumulative concentration over time of the disinfection by-products.

Figure 1:  BIH Water treatment process schematic (source GPA Engineering (2017)) 

The treatment design reported in GPA Engineering (2017) identifies a target level for suspended 

solids of 10 mg/L. If the grouting is only 70% effective the recharge rate is reported to be 4.1 L/s. 

Injection at 4.1 L/s with a suspended solids concentration of 10 mg/L would result in approximately 

3.4 kg/day of sediment being recharged into the bore.  This level of suspended solids would result in 

clogging in the injection well within a matter of days.  
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The treatment system is optimised to 15 L/s but there are suggestions in the documentation that a 

sudden ingress of water could be as much as 40 L/s. The treatment system and surface storage 

cannot manage this capacity and there is no identified management strategy should such an event 

occur.  

3.5 GROUNDWATER NUMERICAL MODEL 

The focus of the MAR peer review completed by Innovative Groundwater Solutions (2019) has been 

the numerical modelling. No independent peer review of the water quality chemistry, injection trial 

results or aquifer hydraulics during the trial has been completed.   

The aquifer discharge tests and injection trial identify structural controls and anisotropy within the 

aquifer (AGT, 2017 and Golder 2019). There is no rational presented as to why injection was then 

subsequently modelled to occur radially around the mine void.  This is a fractured rock aquifer with 

evidence showing clear direction for fracture orientation, strike and dip (AGT, 2017). It would have 

been more appropriate to site any additional bores along fracture orientation as per two of the wells 

that target the Tapley Hill Formation.  

Additionally, the Figures presented in AGT (2017) of the geology of the area show significant structural 

controls (faulting) but it appears that only two such controls trending north- west south-east, have 

been included in Layers 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the model. Zones assigned for the hydraulic conductivity over 

the model domain are presented in the documentation, but spatially variable storage parameters were 

not assigned in the model (AGT 2017). This seems unusual as the fractures will have a significantly 

different storativity compared to the bulk rock matrix by perhaps two orders of magnitude or more.   

Solute transport modelling (AGT 2017) was completed to assess the risk of mine inflows drawing in 

the surrounding saline groundwater, however, no solute transport modelling was undertaken to identify 

the extent of the injection envelope during MAR operations.  

Flow moves preferentially through the fractures and in the event of a contaminant entering the aquifer 

it is critical to understand what risk this may present to the nearest users. The injection trial showed 

hydraulic influences on nearby users wells of up to 9 metres (e.g. Davis bore 6628-23182 reported in 

Golder, 2019). This clearly identifies a high degree of hydraulic connection between the injection well 

and users’ wells. It therefore represents a significant risk to the water quality available to existing users 

in the event a contaminant enters the aquifer or adverse geochemical reactions occur resulting in 

elevated concentrations of arsenic.  

Best practice when evaluating the impacts of a MAR system on existing groundwater users typically 

include modelling simulations that predict the movement of the injection envelop. It is uncertain why 

this level of analysis was not undertaken but, in this case, where no recovery is planned, 

understanding how and where the water will move is critical. 

A predictive simulation could have been undertaken using the groundwater salinity from the pumped 

well (~1400 mg/L) against the regional background salinity of ~600 mg/L. Whilst Terramin identify that 

they propose to recharge water of similar salinity into the aquifer following treatment the model could 

have been used to test the movement of the injected water. Testing such a scenario would instil 

greater confidence in the reliability of the model to predict potential impacts on existing users, in 

particular, changes to water quality. 

As stated above the results from the trial do not support the conclusion presented in the Terramin 

2019 and Golder 2019 that the Tarcowie Siltstone is suitable for MAR. Because of the 

compartmentalisation long-term recharge without any recovery is not likely to be sustainable into this 

unit. 
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An additional scenario should be included in the numerical groundwater modelling that excludes 

recharge into the Tarcowie Siltstone to determine if the volumes of water can be recharged into the 

Tapley Hill Formation. 

It should be noted that the results for the injection heads presented in the groundwater numerical 

model will be underpredicted as they are influenced by the model grid cell size. Cross checks of the 

actual heads at the injection well should be compared using analytical approaches.   

3.6 GROUNDWATER TRIGGER ACTION RESPONSE PLAN (TARP) 

The draft TARP presented as Appendix H7 in the Bird in Hand Gold Project Mining Lease proposal 

(MC4473) is deficient and does not adequately address many of the risks associated with MAR 

operations other than salinity and groundwater levels.  

The TARP identifies groundwater level declines but does not provide a strategy to mange artesian 

conditions in existing users wells although the WAP requires groundwater levels associated with MAR 

activities to remain sub-artesian.    

The TARP does not consider the risks associated with geochemical reactions e.g. elevated arsenic 

levels impacting water quality, existing users and the sustainable operation of the proposed MAR 

system. Introduction of oxygenated water during MAR increases the risk significantly of oxidising the 

supergene layer producing arsenic and changes to the groundwater pH that would facilitate further 

geochemical reactions  

There is no detailed MAR risk assessment and monitoring management plan that is consistent with 

the MAR National Guidelines and specified under Principles 146 and 147 of the WAP for the 

Inverbrackie sub-catchment.  

There are general approaches and statements drawn from the literature presented in the Terramin 

document Ch. 10 Groundwater (2019) outlining the methods that could be used to remediate the 

reinjection wells in the event of clogging. The methods proposed take time and could result in the 

MAR system being offline for several days and up to several weeks whilst they are rehabilitated. There 

is no discussion or identified management strategy for the mine discharge water if the MAR system is 

off-line.  

There is no identification of a mitigation or management strategy should the MAR operations result in 

unacceptable levels of arsenic in the aquifer which would render the groundwater unsuitable for 

existing users. 

The risk of contamination by pathogens has not been identified and no treatment for mitigating this risk 

has been identified.  

There is no description of what water quality parameters will be routinely monitored and the frequency 

of monitoring.  

There are no triggers or targets identified to initiate a management action if water levels in the injection 

wells or adjacent monitoring wells approach artesian conditions.  
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4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The WAP for the Western Mount Lofty Ranges PWA sets out several Principles for the recharge of 

water to the aquifers using MAR approaches. The information presented in the Bird in Hand Gold 

Project Mining Lease Application (MC4473) is deficient with respect to the MAR investigations and the 

principles set out in the WAP.  

• The conversion from EC to TDS in mg/L uses 0.65 compared to 0.55 recommended by the 

DEW which skews the results towards a higher EV category. The correct category under the 

EPA EP(WQ)P should be potable and therefore the injected water must meet this criterion 

prior to recharge as per Principle 145(a)(i).  

• A detailed risk assessment as set out under Principle 146 of the WAP has not been 

completed. Some risks have been identified but what has been presented is not consistent 

with the National Water Quality Management Strategy Australian Guidelines for Water 

Recycling: Managing Health and Environmental Risks (Phase 1). 

• An appropriate operation or management plan demonstrating that operational procedures 

are in place to protect the integrity of the aquifer on an ongoing basis (Principle 147(g) of the 

WAP) has not been prepared.  

• There has been no analysis of the water quality data collected prior to and during the trial to 

support the MAR option. Analysis of the water quality data shows there is a high risk of 

geochemical reactions - arsenic which will impact water quality and iron precipitation which 

will cause clogging 

• Key water quality parameters important to assessing the risks that MAR operations pose to 

water quality have not been collected. These include, natural organic matter, total organic 

carbon, dissolved oxygen, redox potential and microbiological indicators (e.g. E.coli).  

• The lack of analysis of the chemistry and the potential for geochemical reactions to occur 

that could compromise the existing groundwater quality is a significant knowledge gap in the 

investigations undertaken to date. The chemistry of the source and receiving waters are a 

fundamental control on the success or otherwise of a MAR system. 

• The presence of pyrite in the rock matrix increases the risk of producing arsenic due to 

geochemical reactions when the oxygenated surface water, that is not in chemical 

equilibrium due to mixing and treatment processes, contacts the groundwater. Under 

Principle 151 a permit to drain or discharge water into a well must not be granted if the 

draining or discharging of water would have the potential to degrade underground water-

dependent ecosystems or to reduce the suitability of the underground water for other 

purposes for which it might reasonably be used. 
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• The aquifer system is identified to be compartmentalised therefore the claimed benefits from 

managed aquifer recharge at this location are not valid. As a result of the 

compartmentalisation:  

o Existing users will have no access to the recharged water. 
o Reinjection will not result in lateral spreading of the recharged water because flow 

will occur preferentially along the fractures. For the water to spread laterally the pore 
throat entry pressure of the aquifer matrix rock need to be overcome and the 
pressure required to do this in a metasediment, such as the Tapley Hill Formation, 
would be considerable and most likely exceed the safe operating pressure 
presented in Golder (2019). 

o The potential for MAR to support discharge to environmental receptors such as the 
spring and creek is limited. 

o Overpressurisation of the aquifer compartments due to the MAR recharge may be 
the trigger that causes an unexpected inrush into the workings.  

o Overpressurisation of the aquifer compartments due to the MAR recharge has the 

potential to significantly reduce the grouting effectiveness. 

• Based on a review of the available information including the results of the MAR injection trial 

at the Bird in Hand site it is concluded that MAR targeting the Tarcowie Siltstone aquifer is 

high-risk and not sustainable in the long-term due to compartmentalisation and the risk of 

the aquifer becoming artesian. 

• The proposed treatment process, coupled with the open ponds presents, several risks to the 

receiving groundwater and aquifer: 

o The open pond will be subject to contamination from surface runoff, mine affected 

runoff and waterfowl increasing the risk of pathogens. There is no treatment 

proposed to manage pathogen levels in the recharge water.  

o The ion exchange process acts to break the bond between targeted ions which in 

turn causes a pseudo reduction in the measured salinity but results in a water 

composition that is no longer in chemical equilibrium. This significantly increases the 

risk of geochemical reactions occurring in the aquifer that would impair the water 

quality. 

o Ponding the water at surface will change the redox state and therefore increases the 

risk of geochemical reactions (such as arsenic) due to the presence of PAF minerals 

in the host rock.  

o The use of chlorinated mains water will introduce disinfection by-products into the 

aquifer (e.g. Trihalomethane (THM) and Haloacetic Acid (HAA)) which will impact on 

water quality. In other MAR operations where mains water is used it is typically 

recovered to meet demands. In the Bird in hand operations there is no planned 

recovery of the injected water increasing the risk of cumulative concentration over 

time of the disinfection by-products. 

o The proposed targets for meeting suspended solids result in 3.4 kg/day of sediment 

being recharged into the bore.  This level of suspended solids would result in 

clogging in the injection well within a matter of days.  

 

• There are several references throughout the Terramin documentation that the MAR option 

has been peer reviewed. This statement is misleading as IGS only reviewed the updated 

groundwater numerical model that incorporated the MAR option. IGS did not review or 

comment on the results of the trials, water chemistry, treatment process, aquifer mineralogy, 

or the aquifer hydraulic responses during testing. 
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• The injection heads in the groundwater model underpredict the actual heads due to the 

influences of the model grid cell size. No attempt has been made to cross check what the 

actual heads in the injection wells will be using analytical approaches.  

• The injection trial showed hydraulic influences on nearby users wells of up to nine metres. 

This clearly identifies a level of hydraulic connection between the injection well and the 

nearest users’ wells. This represents a significant risk to users in the event of contamination 

or geochemical reactions.  

• Failure to evaluate the extent of the injection envelope using modelling simulations during 

the life of the injection operations presents a high degree of risk and uncertainty concerning 

the impacts to water quality and impacts to existing users that has not been quantified by 

Terramin.  

• The TARP as presented does not adequately address all the potential risks, nor does it set 

out management triggers to address clogging or geochemical reactions such as elevated 

arsenic.  

• There is no apparent appreciation that remediation of a clogged injection well could 

potentially take days or weeks to resolve. There are no identified management options to 

manage the water pumped from the mine if the MAR option is compromised. 

• There is no contingency for the management of the water if the MAR option goes sideways 

due to clogging, geochemical reactions, over pressurisation or many of the other risks 

associated with undertaking MAR in a fractured rock.  

• Knowledge gaps and gaps in the identification of risks associated with the option of MAR at 

the proposed Bird in Hand Gold Prospect presents significant risks to water quality and 

existing users.  

• Management options have not been clearly identified to counter or control all the likely risks 

that surround MAR in a fractured rock aquifer where there are many existing users and the 

EV of the water is potable. It is concluded therefore that despite the level of investigation 

MAR remains a high-risk option for water management at this location.  
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Appendix 4D Statement 
TERRAMIN AUSTRALIA LIMITED 

Current reporting period: 6 months ended 30 June 2019 

r TERRAMIN 
'• 

(.( 'Previous corresponding period: 6 months ended 30 June 2018 
The entities controlled by the Terramin Australia Limited during the period has not changed since the last reporting period. 

Results for Announcement to the Market Movement 30 June 2019 30 June 2018 
A$'000 A$'000 

- Revenue from ordinary activities 

g-d) Loss after tax from ordinary activities 

L_ Net loss for the period 

Operating and Financial Review 

NIL 

UP 8% 

UP 16% 

(2,720) 

(3,252) 

(2,526) 

(2,798) 

There was no revenue from ordinary activities for the half year ended 30 June 2019. 

•\ The commentary on the consolidated results and outlook, including changes in the state of affairs and likely developments of 
the consolidated entity, are set out in the Review of Operations section of the Directors Report. Further Appendix 4D 
disclosure requirements can be found in the 30 June 2019 Interim Financial Report and accompanying notes. 

r Dividends Information )1 
- - -  There were no dividends paid in, or proposed for, the half-year ended 30 June 2019. 

ki-1/1)) 

Net Tangible Assets per Security 30 June 2019 30 June 2018 

Net tangible assets per security 0.024 0.025 

Independent Auditors Report 

The consolidated financial statements upon which this Appendix 4D is based have been audited and the Independent Auditors 
Report to the members of Terramin Australia Limited is included in the attached Interim Financial Report. 

C̀Further Information 

- -  It is recommended that the 2019 half-year report is read in conjunction with the 31 December 2018 Annual Financial Report 
of Terramin Australia Limited and its controlled entities together with any public announcements made in the period by 
Terramin Australia Limited during the half-year ended 30 June 2019 in accordance with the continuous disclosure 
requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the Australian Securities Exchange Listing Rules. 

Terramin Australia Ltd ACN 062 576 238 

Unit 7 202-208 Glen Osmond Road Fullarton SA 5064 T +61 8 8213 1415 F +61 8 8213 1416 info@terramin.com.au terramin.com.au 
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Directors' Report 
for the Half-year Ended 30 June 2019 

TERRAMIN 

During the reporting period, Terramin and WMZ engaged in 
detailed technical and financing meetings with Algerian 

Your Directors submit their report on the consolidated entity authorities. Discussions have moved on from technical 
Terramin Australia Limited (the Company or Terramin) and its matters, particularly the mining method, to project 
controlled entities (the Group), for the half-year ended 30 financing. 
June 2019 and auditor's report. Further desktop work on optimisation of the Tala Hamza 
Directors mine plan and processing schedule was undertaken. 

Terramin is awaiting a formal approval from its partners for 
The following persons were Directors of the Company during the lodgment of the mining lease. 
the period and up to the date of the report unless stated 

Presidential elections have been slated for the second half otherwise: 
of 2019. The government has been operating in a caretaker 

Feng Sheng Executive Chairman capacity. Major decisions are likely to be taken only after 
Michael H Kennedy Non-Executive Deputy-Chairman elections and ministerial appointments have been 
Angelo Siciliano Non-Executive Director confirmed. Terramin will consider appropriately timing its 
Kevin McGuinnessi Non-Executive Director application to allow any new appointments to become 
Wang Xinyu Executive Director familiar with the project before being asked to consider the 
1. Mr. McGuiness is Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee and the application. 

Nominations and Remuneration Committee. The Tala Hamza exploration license expired on 1 February 
Principal Activities 2018. Its renewal is not required as WMZ will lodge a mining 

lease application immediately after the project partners 
During the period, there were no significant changes in the have resolved to take a decision to mine. WMZ is entitled to 
nature of the Group's principal activities which continued to a two year grace period should it be required. 
focus on the development of and exploration for base and 
precious metals (in particular zinc, lead and gold) and other Australian Projects 
economic mineral deposits. 

Bird-in-Hand Gold Project (including Angas Zinc Mine and 
Operating Results Processing Facility) 

(Terramin / Terramin Exploration Pty Ltd .100%) The consolidated loss of the Group after providing for income 
tax was $2.7 million for the half-year ended 30 June 2019 The Bird-in-Hand Gold Project is located approximately 
(2018: $2.5 million). The major contributors to the result were 30knn north of Terramin's existing mining and processing 
development costs, interest and administration expenditure facilities at the Angas Zinc Mine (AZM). The project has a 
in relation to Australian and overseas operations. high grade Resource of 265,000 ounces of gold 12.6g/t, 

which is amenable to underground mining. Terramin 
The consolidated net asset position as at 30 June 2019 was announced the results of an updated Scoping Study in 
$44.8 million, decreased from $47.4 million as at 31 October 2018. The project has robust financials, including 
December 2018. results of Nominal NPV8 $A101 and IRR 96%, that is 

strengthened by the current A$ gold price environment (at a Review of Operations record level above $2,000 per ounce). Subject to required 

During the period, the Company continued to focus on the regulatory approvals, the Bird-in-Hand material will be 

exploration, evaluation and development of base and processed utilising the facilities at Angas which can be 

precious metal projects in Australia and Algeria. Highlights for modified to process gold-bearing material. The existing 

each of the Company's major projects are reported below, tailings dam at Angas has the capacity to hold all the Bird- 
in-Hand tailings. 

North African Projects AZM is located 2 km outside the town of Strathalbyn, 60 km 
Tala Hamza Zinc Project south east of Adelaide. The mine is currently in care and 
(Terramin 65%) maintenance pending the ou tcome o f  s tudy w o r k  on 

resumption of processing the remaining resource, The Tala Hamza Zinc Project is 100% owned by Western 
exploration at depth and near mine, in addition to Mediterranean Zinc Spa (WMZ). Terramin has a 65% 
evaluation of the Bird-in-Hand Gold Project. The site shareholding in WMZ. The remaining 35% is held by two remains in compliance with all lease conditions. Algerian Government owned companies: Enterprise National 

des Produits Miniers Non-Ferreux et des Substances Utiles During the reporting period, the Company successfully 
Spa (ENOF) (32.5%) and Office National de Recherche completed the final phase of the Managed Aquifer Recharge 
Geologique et Miniere (ORGM) (2.5%). WMZ was formed (MAR) trial (ASX: TZN 4th April 2019). The MAR program is a 
following a resolution of the State Participation Council (CPE) $1.1m trial of the water management system for the proposed 
to create a legal entity between ENOF and Terramin. re-opening of the Bird-in-Hand Mine. 
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Directors' Report (continued) During the reporting period, the Company entered into an 
The Company reached a major milestone with the lodgement earn-in agreement with Freeport-McMoRan Exploration 
of the Mining Lease Application (MLA) for its Bird-in-Hand Australia Pty Ltd (Freeport) (ASX: TZN 5th June 2019) for 
Project and the Miscellaneous Purpose Lease (MPL) to allow exploration of the Wild Horse tenement which covers 
the AZM site to treat the Bird-in-Hand ore (ASX: TZN 25th June approximately 462 km' and is located 15 kms east of Murray 
2019). The South Australian Department for Energy and Bridge. Exploration will primarily target the distinct Wild 
Mining (DEM) have since validated the application and started Horse aerial magnetic anomaly located on the western edge 

a 10 week public consultation program, ending on 20th of a magnetic granite pluton. The Wild Horse anomaly 
September 2019. exhibits the classic Western Pacific porphyry deposit style of 

ringed magnetic zonation, a magnetic core surrounded by a 
Terramin commenced preparing the Program for Environment demagnetized peripheral zone. The magnetic body is 1300m 
Protection and Rehabilitation (PEPR) which is largely covered by 2000m and has been modelled from approximately 100m 
by the preparatory works already undertaken for the MLA and to a depth of 1400m. 
M PL. 

The key terms of the agreement are that Freeport may earn 
In addition, the Company continued its community a 51% interest in the project if it spends A$3 million on 
engagement programme which included regular meetings of exploration over four years. Freeport may elect to earn an the Woodside and Strathalbyn Community Consultative additional 24% interest (total 75%) by spending a further 
Committees for the project, allowing community members to A$20 million over six years, after which the Company and 
provide valuable input into the proposed project. Freeport can proportionally contribute or dilute. If 
Adelaide Hills Project Terramin's interest dilutes to below 10%, this converts to a 
(Terramin/Terramin Exploration Pty Ltd 100%) 1% NSR Royalty. 

The Adelaide Hills Project consists of eleven exploration Kapunda Copper Joint Venture 
tenements that cover 3,481km' largely over the southern (Terramin Exploration Pty Ltd 100%, subject to farm-out) 
Adelaide Fold Belt. This project area is considered prospective In August 2017, Terramin entered into an agreement with for gold, copper, lead and zinc. In addition to Bird-in-Hand Environmental Copper Recovery Pty Ltd (ECR) in respect of Gold Project and the Kapunda Copper Project current active the potential development of a low cost in situ recovery project areas include Kitticoola and Wild Horse goldfields. (ISR) copper project near Kapunda, South Australia, 
During the reporting period, Terramin acquired a 100% approximately 90 km north of Adelaide. The joint venture 
holding of Private Mine 53, from Kitticooler Holdings Pty Ltd will be investigating the potential to extract through ISR the 
(ASX: TZN 9th January 2019). PM 53 covers the historic copper from shallow oxide ores in and around the historic 
Kitticoola copper gold mine located 2.5km south of Palmer Kapunda Mine workings. If field leaching tests are 
and approximately 62km by road from Terramin's AZM at successful, then a feasibility study of the project to produce 
Strathalbyn. copper (and possibly gold) will be commissioned. Under the 

terms of the agreement, ECR can earn a 50% interest in the The Kitticoola Mine operated between 1846 and 1869 as a project after spending $2.0 million and a further 25% after 
copper mine producing 7,000 tonnes of ore at an estimated spending an additional $4.0 million. 
average grade of 2.25% copper. The gold potential was not 
realised until 1890 when the mine intermittently produced Subject to the completion of this expenditure, Terramin will 
30,000 tonnes of ore at an average recovered grade of 5.4 g/t. retain 25% and receive a 1.5% royalty in respect of all metals 

extracted by the joint venture. Mineralisation in the mine area is comprised of nine lodes, 
with only three, the Baker, Mastermann and Anstey lodes Terramin and ECR have estimated a combined Resource of 
having been opened to any extent. The lodes occupy two sets 47.4 million tonnes at 0.25% copper containing 119,000 
of tensional fractures within the Palmer Fault. Lodes occur tonnes of copper using a 0.05% copper cut off. This 
within the Palmer Granite as narrow veins ranging from l m  Resource estimate is only in respect of that part of the 
to 15m in width and 30m to 200m in length. In 1981 CRA Kapunda mineralisation that is considered amendable to ISR 
Exploration Pty Ltd (CRA) evaluated the remnant (copper oxides and secondary copper sulphides) and only 
mineralisation in the oxide and sulphides zones as having reports mineralisation that is within 100 metres of the 
average grades of 5.24g/t gold and 0.55% copper and surface. ECR was successful in 2018 in securing $2.6m in 
14.52g/t gold and 4.45% copper respectively, government funding to pursue the ISR testwork. 

Terramin's exploration geologists have undertaken During the reporting period, CSIRO commenced baseline 
reconnaissance and due diligence work with the permission hydrological surveys for the Kapunda ISR Project. To aid 
of the owner of PM 53. This work confirmed the previous hydrogeological modelling magnetotelluric data was 
publicly available information and published results. Terramin collected from 87 sites covering an area of approximately 
will evaluate Kitticoola by drilling to test the modelled down 1km2 located between the historic Kapunda mine workings 
plunge extension of the Mastermann Lode. and the Light River. 
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Directors' Report (continued) 
South Gawler Project Joint Venture 
(Menninnie Metals Pty Ltd (MMPL) 100%) 
The Southern Gawler Ranges Project is located in the Gawler 
Craton of South Australia, an area that is becoming 
increasingly recognised as an under-explored region with high 
discovery potential. The project comprises a group of eleven 
Exploration Licenses totaling 4,524knn2 and are located 100 
kms west of Port Augusta. The project area is prospective for 
a range of deposit styles that host combinations of gold, 
silver, copper, lead and zinc. The project hosts the Menninnie 
Dam deposit, the largest undeveloped lead-zinc deposit in 
South Australia. The lodes at Menninnie Central and Viper 
have been combined to estimate a JORC 2004 compliant 
Inferred Resource totaling: 7.7Mt @ 3.1% Zn, 2.6% Pb and 
27g/t Ag, at a 2.5% Pb+Zn cut-off (ASX: TZN 1st March 2011). 

The Company entered into an earn-in agreement with 
Freeport for exploration of the South Gawler Ranges 
tenements (ASX: TZN 4th July 2019). 

The key terms of the agreement are that Freeport may earn a 
70% interest in the project if it spends A$3 million on 
exploration over four years. Freeport may elect to earn an 
additional 10% interest (total 80%) by spending a further A$5 
million over six years, after which the Company and Freeport 
can proportionally contribute or dilute. If Terramin's interest 
dilutes to below 10%, this converts to a 1% NSR Royalty. 

Corporate 
During the period the Company and its major shareholder 
Asipac (Asipac Group Pty Ltd), agreed to restructure and 
increase the existing Standby Term Facility from $8.25 million 
to $9.75 million. The $5 million Corporate Facility, $6 million 
Bird-in-Hand Facility and the $9.75 million Standby Term 
Facility continue on terms that expire on 31 October 2019. 

A review event occurred regarding the lnvestec Bank plc 
(Investec) guarantee facility relating to the $5.3 million 
environmental rehabilitation bond required by the South 
Australian Government over Mining Lease 6229. Pursuant to 
that review event, Terramin is required to refinance the 
facility by 31 August 2019 unless an extension is granted. 
Terramin advanced commercial discussions on a replacement 
cash backed guarantee facility. 

Business Development Activities 
The Company continued to identify, assess and, where 
appropriate, pursue the acquisition of interests in advanced 
mining projects. The Company negotiated the acquisition of 
Private Mine 53 (PM53) which contains the historic Kitticoola 
Mine. The negotiations culminated in signing of the 
agreement in January 2019. 

Terramin entered into two agreements with Freeport 
covering the Wild Horse and South Gawler Ranges 
tenements. Exploration activity is expected to commence in 
the coming Quarter, ending 30th September 2019. 

TERRAMIN 

Significant Changes in State of Affairs 
There were no significant changes in the state of affairs of 
the Group during the year, other than as referred to in this 
report. 

Subsequent Events 
Apart from the matters below, there are no other matters 
or circumstances that have arisen since 30 June 2019 that 
have significantly affected or may significantly affect either 
the entities operations or state of affairs in future years or 
the results of those operations in future years. 

Under the Security Trust Deed with lnvestec, which covers 
the environmental rehabilitation closure bond at the Angas 
Zinc Mine, a review event occurred on 31 May 2019. Investec 
required the Facility to be refinanced by 31 August 2019 
unless extended. Terramin has established a new bank 
guarantee and is proceeding to cash back the security. 

Competent Person Statement 
The information in this report that relates to Exploration 
Results and Mineral Resources is based on information 
compiled by Mr Eric Whittaker (Tala Hamza, Menninnie, 
Angas and Kapunda Resources and Exploration Results) and 
Mr Dan Brost (Bird-in-Hand Resource), both being 
Competent Persons who are Member(s) of The Australasian 
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (Ausl MM). 

Mr Whittaker is employed as the Regional Exploration 
Manager of Terramin and Mr Brost is a geologist consulting 
to Terramin. Mr Whittaker and Mr Brost have sufficient 
experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and 
type of deposit under consideration and to the activity being 
undertaken to qualify as Competent Person(s) as defined in 
the 2012 Edition of the 'Australasian Code for Reporting of 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves'. 
Mr Whittaker and Mr Brost consent to the inclusion in the 
report of the matters based on their information in the form 
and context in which it appears. 

The information in this report that relates to Ore Reserves 
is based on information compiled or reviewed by Mr Luke 
Neesham, a Competent Person who is a Member of The 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy (AusIMM). 
Mr Neesham is Principal Mining Engineer for GO Mining Pty 
Ltd a consulting firm engaged by Terramin Australia Limited 
to prepare mining designs and schedules for the Tala Hamza 
Feasibility Study. Mr Neesham has sufficient experience 
that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of 
deposit under consideration and to the activity being 
undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in 
the 2012 Edition of the 'Australasian Code for Reporting of 
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves'. 
Mr Neesham consents to the inclusion in the report of the 
matters based on his information in the form and context in 
which it appears. 
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Directors' Report (continued) 
Non-audit Services 

TERRAMIN 
•-••••.J 

The Company may decide to employ the auditor, Grant Thornton on assignments additional to their statutory audit duties where 
the auditor's expertise and experience with the Company and/or the Group are important. Details of the amounts paid or payable 
to the auditor for non-audit services provided during the year are set out below. 

The Board of directors has considered the position, and in accordance with advice received from the Audit and Risk Committee, is 
satisfied that the provision of the non-audit services is compatible with the general standard of independence for auditors imposed 
by the Corporations Act 2001. The directors are satisfied that the provision of non-audit services by the auditor, as set out below, 
did not compromise the auditor independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 for the following reasons: 

all non-audit services have been reviewed by the Audit & Risk Committee to ensure they do not impact the impartiality and 
objectivity of the auditor; and 

- none of the services undermine the general principles relating to auditor independence as set out in APES 110 Code of Ethics 
for Professional Accountants. 

During the period the following fees were paid or payable for non-audit services provided by the auditor of the parent entity, its 
related practices and non-related audit firms: 

Jun 2019 
n-assurance services ' $1100 

Tax advice and compliance services 16 
Total 16 

Jun 2.018 
$1000 

Auditor's independence declaration 
The Auditor's Independence Declaration for the half-year ended 30 June 2019 can be found on page 8 and forms part of the 
Directors' Report. 

Rounding 
The Company is of a kind referred to in ASIC Corporations (Rounding in Financial/Directors' Reports) Instrument 2016/191 and in 
accordance with the instrument, amounts in the financial report have been rounded off to the nearest thousand dollars, unless 
otherwise stated. 

Signed in Adelaide this 29th day of August 2019 in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors. 

Feng Sheng 
Executive Chairman 

Kevin McGuinness 
Non-Executive Director 
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Consolidated Statement of Profit or Loss and Other 
Comprehensive Income 
for the Half-year Ended 30 June 2019 

11 

Notes 
30 Jun 2019 

$'000 
30 Jun 2018 

$'000 
Other Income 4 74 
Raw materials, consumables and other direct costs (191) (186) 
Employee benefits expense (888) (1,060) 
Depreciation and amortisation 9 (47) (23) 
Mine rehabilitation obligation expense (140) 38 
Share based payments expense (133) 
Other expenses 4 (603) (645) 

Loss before net financing costs and income tax (1,928) (1,876) 

Finance income 5 1 
Finance costs 5 (1,324) (923) 

Net finance costs (1,324) (922) 

Loss before income tax (3,252) (2,798) 

Income tax benefit 17 532 272 
Loss for the period (2,720) (2,526) 

Attributable to: 
Owners of the Company (2,572) (2,354) 
Non-controlling interest (148) (172) 
Loss for the period (2,720) (2,526) 

Other comprehensive (loss)/income 
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss: 
Foreign currency translation differences for foreign operations 25 536 
Other comprehensive (loss)/income for the year, net of income tax (tax: nil) 25 536 
Total comprehensive loss for the year attributable to equity holders of the Company (2,695) (1,990) 

Attributable to: 
Owners of the Company (2,547) (1,818) 
Non-controlling interest (148) (172) 

Total comprehensive loss for the period (2,695) (1,990) 

Earnings per share attributable to the ordinary equity holders of the Company: 
Note 30 June 2019 30 June 2018 

Basic earnings/(loss) per share — (cents per share) 20(a) (0.14) (0.13) 
Diluted earnings/(loss) per share — (cents per share) 20(b) (0.14) (0.13) 

The Consolidated Statement o f  Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position 
f o r  the Half-year Ended 30 June 2019 

Notes 

TERRAMIN 
'Ste 

30 Jun 2019 31 Dec 2018 
$'000 $'000 

Assets 

Current Assets 

Cash and cash equivalents 

Trade and other receivables 

Other assets 

6 

7 

392 

571 

218 

252 

138 

109 

Total current assets 1,181 499 

Non-current assets 

Inventories 8 496 496 

Property, plant and equipment 9 8,594 8,420 

Exploration and evaluation 10 64,362 63,121 

Total non-current assets 73,452 72,037 

TOTALASSETS 74,633 72,536 

Liabilities 

Current liabilities 

Trade and other payables 11 4,602 3,376 

Short term borrowings 12 20,031 16,900 

Provisions 13 193 163 

Total current liabilities 24,826 20,439 

Non-current liabilities 

Long term borrowings 12 101 2 

Provisions 13 4,915 4,742 

Total non-current liabilities 5,016 4,744 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 29,842 25,183 

NET ASSETS 44,791 47,353 

Equity 

Share capital 15 215,383 215,383 

Reserves 16 (5,905) (6,063) 

Accumulated losses (178,116) (175,544) 

Total equity attributable to equity holders of the Company 31,362 33,776 

Non-controlling interest 13,429 13,577 

TOTAL EQUITY 44,791 47,353 

The Consolidated Statement o f  Financial Position is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity 
f o r  the Half-year Ended 30 June 2019 

r- TERRAMIN 

>IN 

L 9 

Share 
capital 
v000 

Share based 
payments 

reserve 
s'000 

Translation 
reserve 

V000 

Accumulated 
losses 
$' 000 

Total 
attributable 

to owners 
S'000 

Non-controlling 
interest 

$000 

Total 
equity 
$'000 

Balance at 1 January 2019 215,383 136 (6,199) (175,544) 33,776 13,577 47,353 

Total comprehensive income for the period 

Loss for the period 

Other comprehensive income 

Foreign currency translation differences 25 

(2,572) (2,572) 

25 

(148) (2,720) 

25 

Total other comprehensive income 25 25 25 

Total comprehensive income for the period 25 (2,572) (2,547) (148) (2,695) 
Transactions with owners, recorded directly in equity 
Contributions by and distributions to owners 
Options Granted 

Share Rights Converted into Shares 

133 133 133 

Total contributions by and distributions to 
owners 133 133 133 

Balance at 30 June 2019 215,383 269 (6,174) (178,116) 31,362 13,429 44,791 

8 

Share 
capital 
$000 

Share based 
payments 

reserve 
V000 

Translation 
reserve 

$.000 

Accumulated 
losses 
V000 

Total 
attributable 

to owners 
$'000 

Non- controlling 
interest 

V000 
Total equity 

$000 
Balance at 1 January 2018 215,318 90 (7,532) (169,909) 37,967 13,952 51,919 

Total comprehensive income for the period 

Loss for the year 

Foreign currency translation differences 536 

(2,354) (2,354) 

536 

(172) (2,526) 

536 

Total other comprehensive income 536 536 536 

Total comprehensive income for the period - 536 (2,354) (1,818) (172) (1,990) 

Transactions with owners, recorded directly in equity 

Contributions by and distributions to owners 
Issue of ordinary shares 

Share issue costs 

Share rights issued 

Share rights converted into ordinary 
shares 44 

Transfer lapsed options to retained 
earnings 

(44) 

Total contributions by and distributions to 
owners 44 (44) 

Balance at 30 June 2018 215,362 46 (6,996) (172,263) 36,149 13,780 49,929 

The Consolidated Statement o f  Change in Equity is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows 
f o r  the Half-year Ended 30 June 2019 
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Jun 2019 Jun 2018 
$'000 $'000 

Cash from operating activities: 

Receipts from customers 

Payments to suppliers and employees 

Financing costs and interest paid 

Interest received 

Research and development tax concession received 

74 
(1,698) 

(255) 

98 

(2,007) 

(5) 

1 

Total cash (used in) operating activities (1,781) (2,011) 

Cash flows from investing activities: 

Payments for property, plant and equipment (4) 

Exploration and evaluation expenditure (1,089) (1,014) 

Net cash (used in) investing activities (1,089) (1,018) 

Cash flows from financing activities: 
Proceeds from borrowings 3,000 1,270 

Repayment of borrowings (6) (123) 

Net cash from financing activities 2,994 1,147 

Other activities: 

Net )decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents 124 (1,882) 

Net foreign exchange differences 16 1 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period 252 2,698 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period 6 392 817 

The Consolidated Statement o f  Cash Flows is to be read in conjunction with the notes to the consolidated financial statements. 
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0>rilt.. 1-N lo ..,1 Notes to the Consolidated 
Financial Statements 
1. Reporting entity 
The consolidated interim financial statements cover the 
consolidated entity of Terramin Australia Limited and its 
controlled entities (the Group). Terramin Australia Limited is 
a public company, listed on the Australian Securities Exchange 
(ASX). The Group is primarily involved in the development of, 
and exploration for, precious and base metals (in particular 
gold, zinc and lead) and other economic mineral deposits. 

2. Basis of preparation 
(a) Statement of Compliance 
The consolidated interim financial report is a general purpose 
Financial report that has been prepared in accordance with 
AASB 134 Interim Financial Reporting and the Corporations 
Act 2001 (Cth). 

The consolidated interim financial report was authorised for 
issue by the Directors on the 29th day of August 2019. 

(b) Reporting Basis 
The consolidated interim financial report does not include full 
disclosures of the type normally included in an annual 
financial report, and therefore it is recommended that this 
financial report be read in conjunction with the annual 
financial report for the year ended 31 December 2018, and 
any public announcements made by the Company during the 
interim reporting period in accordance with continuous 
disclosure requirements arising under the Australian 
Securities Exchange Listing Rules and the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth). 

Where required by accounting standards, comparative figures 
have been reclassified to conform to changes in presentation 
in the current interim financial period. 

The Company is of a kind referred to in ASIC Corporations 
(Rounding in Financial/Directors' Reports) Instrument 
2016/191 and in accordance with the Instrument, amounts in 
the financial report have been rounded off to the nearest 
thousand dollars, unless otherwise stated. 

This report has been prepared in Australian dollars on the 
basis of historical costs, except for plant and equipment and 
derivative financial instruments measured at fair value and 
the provision for mine rehabilitation measured at the present 
value of future cash flows. 

(c) Going Concern 
The financial statements have been prepared on a going 
concern basis, which contemplates continuity of normal 
business activities and the realisation of assets and settlement 
of liabilities in the ordinary course of business. During the 
period to 30 June 2019, the Group incurred a loss of $2.7 
million, which brought accumulated losses to $178.2 million. 
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As at 30 June 2019 the Group's current liabilities exceeded its 
current assets by $23.6 million. The Group had net assets of 
$44.7 million. 

The financial report has been prepared on a going concern 
basis on the expectation that the Group can raise additional 
debt or equity as required. The Directors are aware that 
additional debt or equity will be required within 12 months, 
in order to continue as a going concern. The Group's ability to 
raise equity will rely on investor confidence in the 
development or sale of the Bird-in-Hand Gold Project or 
investment in the Tala Hamza Zinc Project or other assets. 

The Directors note that the matters outlined above indicate 
material uncertainty, which may cast significant doubt on the 
ability of the Group to continue as a going concern and 
therefore it may be unable to realise its assets and discharge 
its liabilities in the normal course of business. At the date of 
this report, the Directors believe that the Group has adequate 
resources to continue to explore, evaluate and develop the 
Group's areas of interest and support to date from Asipac will 
ensure the Company has sufficient funds to meet its 
obligations. Subject to market conditions the Directors believe 
there are reasonable grounds to conclude that the Company 
will be able to raise funds by way of debt and/or equity to fund 
anticipated activities and meet financial obligations. For the 
reasons outlined above, the Board has prepared the Financial 
Report on a going concern basis. 

(d) Use of Estimates and Judgements 
The preparation of the financial statements in accordance 
with AASB requires management to make judgements, 
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of 
accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ 
from these estimates. Estimates and underlying assumptions 
are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting 
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate 
is revised and in any future periods affected. 

In preparing this interim financial report, the significant 
judgements made by management in applying the Group's 
accounting policies and the key sources of estimation 
uncertainty were the same as those applied to the financial 
statements as at and for the year ending 31 December 2018. 

3. Significant accounting policies 
The accounting policies applied by the Company in this 
interim financial report are the same as those applied to the 
Company's consolidated financial statements as at and for the 
year ending 31 December 2018, with the exception of the 
following: 

14 
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AASB 16 Leases 

AASB 16 Leases became mandatorily effective on 1 January 
2019. Accordingly, these standards apply for the first time to 
this set of financial statements. On adoption of AASB 16, the 
group recognised lease liabilities in relation to leases which 
had previously been classified as 'operating leases' under the 
principles of AASB 117 Leases. These liabilities were measured 
at the present value of the remaining lease payments, 
discounted using the lessee's incremental borrowing rate as 
of 1 January 2019. The weighted average lessee's incremental 
borrowing rate applied to the lease liabilities on 1 January 
2019 was 4.50%. 

The associated right-of-use assets for property leases were 
measured using the modified retrospective approach, option 
2 to bring in the lease balance being the present value of 
remaining lease payments. Other right-of use assets were 
measured at the amount equal to the lease liability, adjusted 
by the amount of any prepaid or accrued lease payments 
relating to that lease recognised in the balance sheet as at 31 
December 2018. There were no onerous lease contracts that 
would have required an adjustment to the right-of-use assets 
at the date of initial application. 

The change in accounting policy affected the following items 
in the balance sheet on 1 January 2019: 

O Right-of-use assets — increase by $90,000 
• Lease liabilities — increase by $90,000 
• There was no net impact on retained earnings on 

adoption on 1 January 2019 

In previous financial periods, leases of property were 
classified as either finance or operating leases. Payments 
made under operating leases (net of any incentives received 
from the lessor) were charged to profit or loss on a straight- 
line basis over the period of the lease. 

From 1 January 2019, leases are recognised as a right-of-use 
asset and a corresponding liability at the date at which the 
leased asset is available for use by the group. Each lease 
payment is allocated between the liability and interest 
expense. The interest expense is charged to profit or loss over 
the lease period so as to produce a constant periodic rate of 
interest on the remaining balance of the liability for each 
period. The right-of-use asset is depreciated over the shorter 
of the asset's useful life and the lease term on a straight-line 
basis. 

Assets and liabilities arising from a lease are initially measured 
on a present value basis. Lease liabilities mainly represent the 
net present value of the fixed lease payments (including in- 
substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives 
receivable. 

The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate 
implicit in the lease. If that rate cannot be determined, the 
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lessee's incremental borrowing rate is used, being the rate 
that the lessee would have to pay to borrow the funds 
necessary to obtain an asset of similar value in a similar 
economic environment with similar terms and conditions. 

Right-of-use assets are measured at cost comprising the 
following: 

• The amount of the initial measurement of lease liability, 
• Any lease payments made at or before the 

commencement date less any lease incentives received, 
• Any initial direct costs, and 
• Restoration costs. 

Payments associated with short-term leases and leases of 
low-value assets are recognised on a straight-line basis as an 
expense in profit or loss. Short-term leases are leases with a 
lease term of 12 months or less. 

4. Other Income and Expenses 

Other Income 
Jun 2019 

$000's 
Jun 2018 

$000's 

Mine Area Lease income' 30 
Service fee income 44 
Other 
Total other income 74 

Jun 2019 Jun 2018 
Other Expenses $000's $000's 

Corporate Administration and Marketing Costs 265 264 
Legal, Accounting, Community Relations and 275 305 
Other Consultants 
ASX fees and Share Registry Costs 59 59 
Other 4 17 

Total other expenses 603 645 

1. Hydrostor Inc Australia Pty Ltd (Hydrostor) and the Company signed an 
agreement in August 2018 to construct an Advanced Compressed Air 
Energy Storage Facility at the AZM. Lease income represents the right 
to access (lease) surface and sub-surface areas. 

5. Finance Income and Costs 

Finance Income 
Jun 2019 

$000's 
Jun 2018 

$000's 
Interest income 1 
Total finance income 1 

Jun 2019 Jun 2018 
Finance Costs $000's $000's 

Interest on borrowings 743 535 
Unwinding of discount on mine rehabilitation 
provision 

57 113 

Amortisation of borrowing costs 369 119 
Other borrowing costs 155 155 
Foreign exchange losses 1 
Total finance costs 1,324 923 
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6. Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Jun 2019 

$000's 
Dec 2018 

$'000's 
Cash on hand 2 2 
Bank balances 357 217 
Short-term deposits' 33 33 
Total cash and cash equivalents 392 252 

1. Represents restricted cash to support a bond and minor credit card 
facilities. 

7. Trade and Other Receivables 
IIMP 

Jun 2019 
$000's 

Dec 2018 
$'000's 

Trade receivables 
Research and development tax benefit 
Other receivables (including GST refund) 

506 
65 

72 
66 

Total trade and other receivables 571 138 

8. Inventories 

Non-current 
Raw materials and consumables 
Total inventories at the lower of cost and net 
realisable value 

Jun 2019 Dec 2018 
$000's $'000's 

496 496 

496 496 

9. Property Plant and Equipment (continued) 
Movements in carrying amounts 

TERRAMIN 

9. Property Plant and Equipment 
Jun 2019 

$000's 
Dec 2018 

$'000's 
Freehold land 
At cost 4,271 4,271 
Total freehold land' 4,271 4,271 
Buildings and other infrastructure 
At cost 
Less accumulated depreciation 

126 
(122) 

126 
(121) 

Total buildings and other infrastructure' 4 
Right-of-use Assets 
At cost 226 
Less accumulated depreciation (29) 
Total Right-of-Use Assets 197 
Plant and Equipment 
At cost 
Less accumulated impairment 
Less accumulated depreciation 

58,536 
(14,219) 
(40,195) 

58,536 
(14,219) 
(40,173) 

Total plant and equipment' 4,122 4,144 
Total property plant and equipment 8,594 8,420 

1. The Directors have considered the recoverable amount o f  property, 
plant and equipment based on available market information and have 
taken into account the expected future use o f  these assets as the 
Company moves towards approval o f  a mining licence f o r  the Bird-in- 
Hand Gold Project 

Buildings and 
Freehold other Plant and Right-of-Use Construction 

land infrastructure equipment Assets in progress Total 
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $000 

Opening carrying amount 1 Jan 2019 4,271 5 4,144 8,420 
Recognition upon first time adoption of AASB 16 90 90 
Additions 136 136 
Disposals 
Depreciation and amortisation (1) (17) (29) (47) 
Foreign currency movement (5) (5) 
Carrying amount at 31 Dec 2019 4,271 4,122 197 8,594 

Buildings and 
Freehold other Plant and Right-of-Use Construction 

land infrastructure equipment Assets in progress Total 
$'000 $'000 $'000 '000 $000 $000 

Opening carrying amount 1 Jan 2018 4,271 4,220 8,497 
Additions 4 4 
Disposals (61) (61) 
Depreciation and amortization (1) (44) (45) 
Foreign currency movement 25 25 
Carrying amount at 31 Dec 2018 4,271 4,144 8,420 
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Jun 2019 Dec 2018 

$000's $'000's 

Exploration and evaluation 
At cost 
Additions 
Exploration write-offl 
Foreign currency movement 

63,121 59,627 
1,205 2,397 

(121) 
36 1,218 

Total exploration and evaluation 64,362 63,121 

1. Exploration write-off represents all exploration and evaluation costs 
incurred to February 2018 (at which time the exploration license was not 
renewed) f o r  the Tala Hamza project. Expenditure incurred f o r  Taba 
Hamza subsequent to this date has been directly expensed. 

TERRAMIN 

Jun 2019 
$'000 

Dec 2018 
$'000 

Financing facilities 
Loan facilities - available 
Loan facilities - undrawn 

20,750 
(500) 

17,250 

Loan facilities - drawn 20,250 17,250 
Less: unamortised transaction costs (321) (359) 

Carrying amount 19,929 16,891 

Guarantee facility 
Guarantee facility - available' 5,315 5,315 
Guarantee facility - undrawn 

Guarantee facility - drawn 5,315 5,315 
Jun 2019 Dec 2018 

$000's $'000's 

Exploration and evaluation projects by location 
Tala Hamza Zinc (Terramin 65%) 44,137 44,101 
Adelaide Hills (Terramln 100%)' 2,212 2,038 
Bird in Hand Gold (Terramin Exploration 100%) 12,372 11,384 
South Gawler (Menninnie Metals 100%) 5,641 5,598 
Total exploration and evaluation 64,362 63,121 

I. 

2. 

/ .  The Company has entered into an agreement with respect to the Kapunda 
Project, over which the Company has a current Exploration Licence. 
Environment Copper Recovery Pty Ltd (ECR) can earn up to a 50% interest 
in the project after spending $2m on field trials and associated studies. 
ECR can earn an additional 25% interest in the project by spending a 
further $4m. Subject to the completion o f  the expenditure by ECR, the 
Company will retain a minimum 25% contributing interest as well as a 
1.5% net smelter royalty in respect o f  all metals extracted from the joint 
venture area. ECR have agreed to spend a minimum o f  $300,000 within 
the f irst year and each subsequent year o f  the joint arrangement. The 
expenditure by ECR on the project is not reflected in the accounts o f  the 
Company, however will contribute to the minimum expenditure 
obligations under the terms o f  the Exploration License. 

11. Trade and Other Payables 
,\ 

Jun 2019 Dec 2018 
$'000 $'000 

Trade payables 
Other payables and accrued expenses 
Total trade and other payables 

369 
4,233 
4,602 

87 
3,289 
3,376 

Trade and other payables are normally non-interest bearing 
and) are settled on 30 days end of month terms. 

12. Loans and Borrowings 
Jun 2019 Dec 2018 

0300 $'000 
C u 4 n t  liabilities 
Lease liabilities' 

Loans - secured' 
unsecured' 

102 
11,000 
8,929 

9 
11,000 
5,891 Loans - 

Total current borrowings 

Non-current liabilities 
Lease liabilities' 

20,031 16,900 

101 2 
Total non-current borrowings 101 2 

Lease liabilities are effectively secured as rights to the leased assets revert 
to the lessor in the event o f  default. For June 2019, this includes lease 
liabilities on first time adoption o f  AASB 16. 
A t  reporting date, the Group had fully drawn down $11 million o f  two 
loan facilities provided by Asipac. Interest is payable half yearly on the 
facilities and is fixed at a base rate o f  8%. Interest can be paid in cash or 
shares a t  the election o f  the Group. The facility has a term expiring 31 
October 2019. I t  will be an interest rate review event i f  the Group does 
not raise $10 million o f  additional equity by 31January 2019. I f  the lender 
formally declares an interest rate review event, then i t  may request by 
notice to the Borrower that i t  will review the interest rate in a manner to 
be negotiated between the parties in good faith within 90 days. A review 
event was declared during the period with no change to the interest rate 
confirmed. 

3. As at reporting date, the Group had drawn down $9.25 million o f  its 
unsecured short-term facility provided by Asipac to support working 
capital requirements. The facility has a term expiring 31 October 2019. 
Interest is fixed a t  a base rate o f  8%, payable upon termination date. If 
the lender formally declares an interest rate review event, then i t  may 
request by notice to the Borrower that i t  will review the interest rate in a 
manner to be negotiated between the parties in good faith within 90 
days. A review event was declared during the period with no change to 
the interest rate confirmed. 

4. A $5.3 million guarantee facility has been provided by Investec PLC in 
relation to rehabilitation bonds required by South Australian Government 
over Mining Lease 6229. The facility has a term expiring 30 September 
2019. I t  will be a review event i f  the Group does not raise a minimum of 
$10,000,000 o f  additional capital by 31 May 2019. A review event 
occurred during the period triggering a requirement to refinance the 
facility. With support from Asipac an option to set up a fully cash-backed 
bank guarantee facility has progressed with the Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia that remains unfinalised a t  date o f  signing. 

The carrying value of plant and equipment and mining 
property subject to finance loans and hire purchase contracts 
at 30 June 2019 was $5,869 (31 December 2018: $11,497). 
Assets under hire purchase contracts are pledged as security 
for related finance loans & hire purchase liabilities. 

The Guarantee Facility provided by Investec and the $5.0 
million loan facility provided by Asipac to the Company 
(Corporate Facility) are secured under the terms of a security 
trust deed for which Investec PLC acts as trustee (Security 
Trust Deed). The first ranking security interests created under 
the Security Trust Deed relates to all assets of the Company. 

Under the terms of the $6.0 million loan facility provided to 
Terramin Exploration Pty Ltd (BIH Facility), the following first 
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ranking securities have been granted to Asipac: a real property 14. Financial Instruments 
mortgage over land acquired at Bird-in-Hand, a general The Group is exposed to market risk in the form of commodity 
security interest over all the assets of Terramin Exploration Pty price risk, foreign currency exchange risk and interest rate 
Ltd & a specific security over the shares of Terramin risk. The carrying value of the financial assets and liabilities of 
Exploration Pty Ltd. All security interests will be discharged the Group, together with the equity and profit or loss impact 
upon repayment of all amounts due under the BIH Facility, during the period (if any), that are affected by market risk are 

categorised as follows: 13. Provisions 
Jun 2019 Dec 2018 

$'000 $'000 
Current 
Employee benefits 
Total current provisions 

Non-current: 
Employee benefits 
Mine rehabilitation 
Total non-current provisions 

193 
193 

163 
163 

25 50 
4,890 4,692 
4,915 4,742 

At 1 January 2019 
Increases in provisions 
Paid during the period 

At 30 June 2019 

Employee Mine 
Benefits rehabilitation Total 

$'000 $'000 $'000 

213 4,692 4,905 
51 198 249 

(46) (46) 

218 4,890 5,108 

The mine rehabilitation provision is recognised for the 
rehabilitation, decommissioning, restoration and long term 
monitoring of areas disturbed during operation of the Angas 
Zinc Mine up to reporting date but not yet rehabilitated. 

The provision is based upon current cost estimates and has 
been determined on a discounted basis with reference to 
current legal requirements and technology. The provision has 
been calculated using a risk free discount rate of 1.23% (2018: 
2.25%). 

The rehabilitation is expected to occur following the 
processing of ore from the Bird-in-Hand Gold Project (subject 
to regulatory approvals). 

Financial Instruments 
Note 

Jun 2019 
$'00 

Dec 2018 
$'00 

Current 
Cash and cash equivalents 6 392 252 
Trade and other receivables 7 571 138 
Trade and other payables 11 (4,602) (3,376) 
Financial liabilities at amortised cost 12 (20,132) (16,902) 

Total current financial instruments (23,771) (19,888) 

Fair value 
The fair values of the financial assets and liabilities of the 
Group are equal to the carrying amount in the accounts (as 
detailed previously). In the case of loans and borrowings it is 
considered that the variable rate debt and associated credit 
margin is in line with current market rates and therefore is 
carried in the accounts at fair value. 

15. Issued capital 
(a) Ordinary shares 

Jun 2019 
$'000 

Dec 2018 
$'000 

1,869,601,371 (2018: 1,869,601,371)) 

Ordinary shares 221,034 221,034 

Share issue costs (5,651) (5,651) 

Total issued capital 215,383 215,383 

The holders of ordinary shares are entitled to one vote per 
share at meetings of the Company and participation in 
dividends declared. All issued shares are fully paid. 

15. Issued capital (continued) 
(b) Detailed table of capital issued during the half year ended 30 June 2019 

Type of Share Issue Date of Issue 
Number of Ordinary Shares on 

issue 
Issue Price Share Capital 

$000 

Opening balance 1 January 2019 1,869,601,371 215,383 
Closing balance 30 June 2019 1,869,601,371 215,383 
Issued Capital 215,383 

Type of Share Issue Date of Issue 
Number of Ordinary Shares 

on issue 
Issue Price Share Capital 

$000 

Opening balance 1 January 2018 1,869,177,543 215,318 

Share rights converted 

Share rights converted 

Share rights converted 

2 January 2018 

4 April 2018 

5 July 2018 

162,615 

137,882 

123,331 

0.13 

0.16 

0.18 

21 

22 

22 

Closing balance 31 December 2018 1,869,601,371 215,383 

Share issue costs 

Issued Capital 215,383 
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(a) Foreign currency translation reserve 
Foreign currency translation reserve 

Jun 2019 Dec 2018 
VON Vo00 

Balance at the beginning of the year 
Adjustment arising on translation into 
presentation currency 

(6,199) (7,532) 

25 1,333 

Balance at the end of the year (6,174) (6,199) 

The foreign currency translation reserve is used to record 
exchange differences arising from the translation of the 
financial statements of foreign subsidiaries. 

(b) Share based payments reserve 

based payments reserve 

Balance at the beginning of the year 

Transfer of lapsed options to retained earnings 

Options issued during the year 
Share rights issued during the year 
Share rights converted during the year 

Jun 2019 Dec 2018 
V000 $'000 

136 

133 111 

90 

(65) 

Balance at the end of the year 269 136 

Total reserves (5,905) (6,063) 

The share based payment reserve is used to recognise the 
value of equity-settled share-based payment transactions, 
including employees and KMP, as part of their remuneration. 
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During the reporting period the CEO received no options. The 
10,000,000 options the CEO received in 2018 were valued in 
accordance with the Black Scholes valuation methodology for 
which $133,000 was recognised as a share based payment 
expense during the reporting period (2018: $110,956). There 
were no share rights granted to employees including KMP's 
during the 2019 half year ended 30 June 2019. 

17. Income Tax Expense 

As at the date of this report, an estimate of the Research and 
Development claim has been calculated for the 2018/19 
financial year, recognized as an income tax benefit, and 
included in Trade and Other Receivables. 

The Company is part of an Australian Tax Consolidated Group. 
The Australian Tax Consolidated Group has potential deferred 
tax assets of $50.6 million (Jun 2018: $48.6 million). These 
have not been brought to account because the Directors do 
not consider the realisation of the deferred tax asset as 
probable. 

In order to utilise the benefit of the tax losses, an assessment 
will need to be undertaken with regards to the continuity of 
ownership or same business tests. 

18. Segment Reporting 

For management purposes, the Group is organised into business units based on geography and has two reportable operating 
segments: 

a. Australia - explores, develops and mines zinc, lead and gold deposits 
b. Northern Africa - developing a zinc deposit 

No operating segments have been aggregated to form the above reportable operating segments. 
Australia Northern Africa Consolidated 

Jun 2019 
$'000 

Other Income - External customers 74 

Total Other Income 74 

Results 

Raw materials, consumables and other direct costs (191) 

Employee benefits & share based payments expense (602) 

Depreciation and amortisation (47) 

Mine rehabilitation obligation expense (140) 

Other expenses (600) 

Net finance costs (1,324) 

(Loss) before income tax (2,830) 

Income tax expense 532 
(Loss) for the year for the operating segment (2,298) 

(Loss) for the year attributable to non-controlling interest 

(Loss) for the year attributable to equity holders of the Company (2,298) 

Jun 2018 Jun 2019 Jun 2018 Jun 2019 Jun 2018 
$'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 $'000 

74 

74 

(186) (191) (186) 

(730) (286) (330) (888) (1,060) 

(23) (47) (23) 

38 (140) 38 

(485) (136) (160) (736) (645) 

(534) (1,324) (922) 

(2,308) (422) (490) (3,252) (2,798) 

272 - - 532 272 

(2,036) (422) (490) (2,720) (2,526) 

(148) (172) (148) (172) 

(2,036) (274) (318) (2,572) (2,354) 
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Jun 2019 
$'000 

Dec 2018 
$'000 

Jun 2019 
$'000 

Dec 2018 
$'000 

Jun 2019 
V000 

Dec 2018 
$'000 

Operating assets 30,266 28,322 44,367 44,214 74,633 72,536 

Operating liabilities 29,631 25,109 211 74 29,842 25,183 

Other disclosures: 

Capital expenditure' 1,205 2,273 128 1,205 2,401 

1. Capital expenditure consists o f  additions o f  property, plant and equipment, and exploration and evaluation assets. 

Management monitors the operating results of its business units separately for the purpose of making decisions about resource 
allocation and performance assessment. Segment performance is evaluated based on operating profit or loss and is measured 
consistently with operating profit or loss in the consolidated financial statements. 

There are no transactions other than cash funding between reportable segments. 

19. Share Based Entitlements and Payments 
The Group uses share options and share rights to provide incentives to Directors, employees and consultants. The Board, upon the 
recommendation of senior management, has discretion to determine the number of options to be offered to Eligible Employees (as 
that term is defined by the EOP) and the terms upon which they are offered, including exercise price and vesting conditions. 

During the half year ending 30 June 2019 no options were granted to KMP. 10,000,000 options were granted to the Group's Chief 
Executive Officer in 2018. Details of the options granted to the Chief Executive Officer are summarised in the notes that follow. 

Number and weighted average exercise prices of share options 

Weighted average 
exercise price 

Jun 2019 

Number of 
options 

Jun 2019 

Weighted average 
exercise price 

Dec 2018 

Number of 
Options 

Dec 2018 
Outstanding at 1 January $0.293 10,000,000 $0.135 1,750,000 

Granted during the period $0.000 $0.293 10,000,000 

Lapsed during the period $0.000 $0.135 (1,750,000) 

Outstanding at reporting date $0.293 10,000,000 $0.293 10,000,000 

Exercisable at reporting date $0.000 $0.000 

The options outstanding at 30 June 2019 have a weighted average contractual life of 3.4 years (2018: 3.4 years). 

20. Earnings per Share 

(a) Basic earnings per share 

The calculation of basic earnings per share at 30 June 2019 
was based on the net loss attributable to owners of the 
Company of $2.6m (June 2018: $2.4m) and a weighted 
average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the 
half-year ended 30 June 2019 of 1,869,601,371 (June 2018: 
1,869,478,040), calculated as follows: 

Jun 2019 Jun 2018 
$'000 $'000 

Net loss for the year attributable to 
the owners of the Company 

(2,572) (2,354) 

Ordinary shares on issue 1,869,601,371 1,869,478,040 
Weighted average number of shares 1,869,601,371 1,869,404,636 

Basic earnings per share (cents) (0.14) (0.13) 

(b) Diluted earnings per share 

The calculation of diluted earnings per share does not include 
potential ordinary shares on issue as to do so would have the 
effect of reducing the amount of the loss per share. Therefore 
the diluted earnings per share equates to the ordinary 
earnings per share. 

21. Events After the Reporting Date 

Apart from the matters below, there are no other matters or 
circumstances that have arisen since 30 June 2019 that have 
significantly affected or may significantly affect either the 
entities operations or state of affairs in future years or the 
results of those operations in future years. 

Under the Security Trust Deed with lnvestec, which covers the 
environmental rehabilitation closure bond at the Angas Zinc 
Mine, a review event occurred on 31 May 2019),Investec 
required the Facility to be refinanced by 31 August 2019 
unless extended.. Terramin has established a new bank 
guarantee and is proceeding to cash back the security. 
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Directors' Declaration 

TERRAMIN 
s-- 

The Directors of the Company declare that: 

The financial statements and notes, as set out on pages 10-20: 

(a) comply with Accounting Standard AASB 134: Interim Financial Reporting and the Corporations Regulations 2001; and 
(b) give a true and fair view of the consolidated entity's financial position as at 30 June 2019 and of its performance for the 

half-year ended on that date. 

In the Directors' opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its debts as and when they 
become due and payable. 

Signed in Melbourne on the 29th day of August 2019 in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors. 

Feng Sheng 
Executive Chairman 
2 7  August 2019 

Kevin McGuinness 
Non-Executive Director 
29th August 2019 
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Auditor's Independent Report 

0 GrantThornton 

Independent Auditor's Review Report 
To t h e  Members of Terramin Australia Limited 

Report on the review of the half year report 

tr- TERRAMIN 

La,oa 3, 1711 Frame Steet 
5003 

C o r m : n a m e  la: 
0-,C+ Ear 12111 
MeiNae EA. 91301 

1 5 l  13372 6E86 
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Conclusion 
We have renewed the accompanying half year tMancial report of Terramin Australia Li-Med the Company-13nd its 
subsidiaries the Group1, which comprises the consolidated statement of financial position as at 30 June 2019, and the 
consoltidated statement of profit or toss and other comprehensive income, consolidated statement of changes in equity 
and consolidated statement of cash flows for the half year ended on that date, a descristion of accountrig policies, or 
selected explanatory notes. and the effectors' declaration 
Basis of conclusion 
Based on our review, which S not an aucit, nothing has come to cur attention that causes us to believe tr.at the ha f 
financial report of Terramin Austra a United does not give a true and fair view of the financial position of t-e Gro..p as at 
aD Jane 201A, and of its friancia performance and its cash flows for the hal year ended on that date, in accordance wt- 
the Ccviporations Act 2001, indLxiing complying with Accotntng Standard AASB 134 interihin Financial Reporting. 

Material uncertainty related to going concern 
We draw attention to Note 2s in the francia report which incicat- es that the Group inotarKi a net loss of 32.7 million during 
the half year ended 30 June 21)19 and, as of that date, the Group's current !abilities exceethd fts current asset by 32311 
million. As stated in Nate 2c. these everts or conditions, along with other matters as set forth in Note 2O, indicate that a 
material weertairrly visits that may cast significant doubt on the Groups zbi I ity lo continue as a going concern. Our 
coneluskrt S not modified in respect of this matter 

Directors' responsibility for the half year financial report 
The Directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of the half year financial report that gives a true and fair View 
in accordance Web Australian Accounting Standards and the Corporations Act 2001 and for such internal control as the 
Directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of the half year fnancial report that g a true and fair rifew and is 
free from material misstatement, vtiet-er due to fraud or error. 

GrarilTherrnart Aact Pte LtclACal 130913 594 
a m t  alclary r s s a  ertty d Grard 'Mamba Au-strata Lid ABM 41 127 55E 309 
Ltrart t h a r r I c e  M i n a t o  t r e n d  = f a t  I d l e ,  l h a  O w e  ITOSMIXT r a r b a r  i r r y •  arcrdde m a n n a ,  act  and  yelybcce mrelcas r i a r  calm& 

wel ia l  r a m .  c r w  e t  m a n  M T h .  m i  um 1k.salaa ,111:111.= G r a d  I t a n l a n  h a t r a t a  M I  as • narybar  ?ores a t  G a r d  Thon lan  IrtorwrIls 
Lid K i r L I .  G U  and  h a  m a n t a ,  U T - 5 . M  m l  a w a r l d r i a •  pae twah ly ,  o n .  yrat o a t h  n a r t h a r  & r a l e  a m i a n l a  b a d  o n l y .  C a r e n .  ant 
4.111wat try i n a m o r a t a '  h r s .  G Y M  & m a  nal  accosts = M e t a l s  d a n t . .  O r i .  ynd f a  m i n t e r  I lnys ars  n agnnY ly-sl d a  me I a l l  g a l a  era 
w a t t , .  311 r d  a p t  r o t  a arstifar's acts c r  a l laa tany .  t l  Ina  iya l ro lancoYacd .110 m a  10 lha f t n r  Yineet I Yclrlan' rare rem 
U r a r t  "Manger! A n n a l s  U M W  A E U  4 1  I V  3 n a  a r d  I la Asaangan a l o t i a r i a s  and ,at  anWliaa O T I L  m l  a n  Aim! ral , a f l a r l  s n i t ,  la 
U m /  r t a r r f t n  trydralla 

Lia.Vey Fri 'M by a 3 7 ;  ' e t ç l ' n  P i c n a t a s " d a e ±  Le4a'atort. 

vnvitgrandhornton.comau 
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TERRAMIN 
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Auckix's responsibility 

Our responsblity is lo express a conclusion 13.41 the half yearffnarcial report based on our review. We 0131110nUcted our review in 
accordanoe with Auditing Standard on Review Engagements MAE 2410 Ref,kaw, .of a grrancial Reporf Nrformed by tIte 
Ande,oendeni Auctifor of tbe E n * ,  in order to state Whether, on tihe basis of the .pnxedises described, we have become aware 
of any rnater that mates us belie.* that t te  half year financial report is not in aocordarce with the Corpora6ons Act 2t191 
including cfriring a true aid fair view of the Grocp's financial position as at 30 Jure 2131.2 and its performance for the hatf year 
ended on that date, and complying with Accounting Standard AASB 134 krievirn Rrranoaf R e p o r y  and the Cowations 
Regdations 2001. As the auditor of Terrarnin &strata United,, ASRE 241G requires that we comply with the etrical 
requirements redewant to the audt of the annual financial report. 
A review of a tall year financial report consists of making encpities, primarily of persons responsitie tor financial and 
accounting matters, and apglyng anaylical and other realm, proseciffes..A review, is sLbstantially less in scope than an aLdit 
concUcted ii accordance with Australian Aldiling Standards and conseopenily does not 'enable us  to obtain assurance that we 
woLld become aware ,of all significant matters that rhirtnt be identified in an writ. Acocrdirgly, we do not express a i  audt 
opinion. 

independence 

In conducting Do Te'fitelk, we have cocrolied indezerifence requiremerts of the Corporaticru Act 2001. 

GRANT "THORNTON ALDIT PTY LTD 
Chartered Accountants 

27-2- 

- 
B Wunderittz - - Ratner - Audt & Assurance 

Metairie, 22 .August 2012 
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